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Many farm record systems have become available to farmers from 
many sources in recent years. Most provide accurate tax and accounting 
information, but this is where the likeness ends, The organization, 
the format, and the kind and number of management factors provided are 
unique to each system. Some differences are due to the various purposes 
for which the systems were created. These systems vary from a simplified 
cash flow to a detailed analysis of financial and production factors. 
While one record system may excel in one area or the other, flell'.ibility 
in fulfilling the different objectives of the farmer will enhance broad 
acceptance of the system. 
Regardless of the purpose, presentation of facts in such a way 
that problem areas can be identified and solved is an important factor 
to consider in the design of any farm accounting system. Limitation of 
the number of income and expense categories may cause aggregation of 
items which should be analyzed separately. Cash crops or grain may be 
lumped into one total, while expansion of a table or a logic change in 
the program to print each item as it is totaled would allow detailed 
analysis. Howeverj the length and complexity of computer printouts can 
be discouraging to some farmers. Clearly, there is a trade-off between 
the number of detailed analysis factors and the amount of information 
the farmer is willing to study. 
Problem Statement 
Costfinder, Oklahoma State University's computerized farm record 
program, has been operating since 1966. 1 It consists of twenty-two 
source programs written in COBOL, COmmon Business Oriented Language. 
It requires time to evaluate the effectiveness of a system of computer 
programs such as Costfinder. Improvements in computer technology, ac-
counting procedures; and financial efficiency factors, have evolved 
since t.he program was initiated in 1966 •. While change for the sake of 
change is not desirable, well planned modifications based on construe-
tive suggestions and actual experiences are worthy of consideration •. 
2 
The most frequent suggestion reflects the farmers' difficulty in inter-
prating the Costfinder output. 
For example, Costfinder provides the information necessary to cal-
culate a baiance sheet and net wort~ statement. However, the informa-
tion is not printed in a form that rural bankers and credit·officers 
are accustomed to analyzing. Also, the results of individual enter-
prises are printed so that Machinery Use for all enterprises appears on 
one page followed by Fuel Used, Labor Summary, Inventory Analysis, Cash 
Flow Summary, and Production Summary. As a result, the farmer must 
analyze enterprise information that is printed on eight or ten differ-
ent pages. Changes in the logic of the program would print all infor-
mation related to one enterprise on one or two consecutive pages. The 
remaining enterprises woul.d be printed one after the other. 
1costfinder, Computerized Oklahoma State Farm Income and Detailed 
Enterprise Records, was initiated in 1966 by Dr. Ted R. Nelson, Exten-
sion Economist, Farm Management. 
3 
Readability is another factor to be cop.sidered in computer print-
outs. Farmers indicate that too much information printed on a page can 
make interpretation difficult, On the other hand, many criticisms in-
dicate tl').at a large number of pages of output can also_ be discouraging, 
Obviously, if objectives were established to print less information per 
page and to reduce the number of pages of output they would be con-
flicting. 
Some difficulty exists in making substantial changes to a program 
or programs in a system such as Costfinder. Revision of one program 
will probably cause revision in many if not all .the other programs in 
the system. Realizing that the actual programming will come from 
several sources, coordination of the different program changes, to 
2 
assure their compatibility, becomes a part of the overall problem. 
Cost is a major factor influencing the number of farmers who use 
Costfinder. Since computer cost is a substantial percent of the total 
cost, the reduction of these costs should be included in the objectives 
of the study, Also, the amount of time required to report the input 
data discourages some farmers. 
While the preceding description has been general, the objectives 
of this study will fall into two categories: 
1. Coordinate modification of all programs. 
2. Improve the readability, organization, and understanding 
of the Costfinder printouts. 
2To avoid having each of several researchers analyze and implement 
changes to a program or programs, the desired changes to all programs 
were coordinated in this study. The actual programming sources will be 
indicated in the footnotes. 
4 
Procedure 
From 20 farms in 1966, Costfinder has grown to 145 f~rms in 1972. 
In this time, many suggestions for improvement, criticisms, and indica-
tions of satisfaction have been collected and filed, Other suggestions 
have come from Area Farm Management Specialized Agents' Training Ses-
sions and the Farm Cooperator Advisory Board meeting. 3 The Extension 
Farm Management staff also contributed new ideas and possible problems. 
From these sources of information, a list of possible progralllID.ing 
changes was compiledo These changes were classified according to their 
purpose and the program or section of the program to which they applied. 
The proposed changes included a typed representation of the computer 
printout, the required modification of input data, an estimation of the 
cast and time required to accomplish the ~rogramming modifications, and 
the increase or decrease in amount of paper output generated by the pro-
posed addition or improvement, 
The next step was to present the typed representation of the com-
puter printout and the required input data modification to the Farm 
Management staff, Area Agents, and the Costfinder cooperators. These 
will be discussed in the following chapters. The purpose of the ques-
tionnaire, Figure 1, was first to determine whether change was desired 
in the particular area. Then if change was desired, suggested improve-
ments or alternations to the typed representations were requested. Space 
was provided for suggested changes not included in the questionnaire, 
3Hereafter the Area Farm Management Specialized Agents will be 
called Area Agents. 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
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1. Do you think these sections 
should be changed? 
2. Do you think the cooperator 
would be willing to pay 
extra for these changes? 
If so, how llllch? 
3. What priority ranking 
would you give these 
changes? 
Section 2 Section 3A Section 3B 
Include other possibilities you feel should be considered and general 
comments: 
WDIIK IN ActlllOULTUIIII:, HOMI: ccaNDMIO• AND 1111:Ut,.TIED lll'l&LDa 
uaDA .. a•u AND ODUNTY DDMMt•etDNIEII• DDDflll:IIATIN. 
Figure 1. Questionnaire 
5 
and finally, a ranking of the priority gi,ven to each of the areas of 
change was determined. By presenting only input data changes and pro-
posed output changes, a true evaluation of the area of change can be 
obtained. Area Agents and farmers have little information on which 
6 
to estimate cost of programming and time required to complete the pro~ 
gram change. These considerations must be weighed against the relative 
priorities assigned by the Area Agents and farmers, 
Once a program is operating satisfactorily, there is a reluctance 
to disturb the present logic of the programo It is probable that errors 
could be introduc.ed by the modification of an existing program. Thus, 
efficiency is gained by making all changes to a program or section of 
the program at the time of modifications. The decis.ion to initiate 
program modifications hinges on the net effect of all these factors. 
While few changes result in total benefit to every farmer, it is impor-
tant that a majority of the people are convinced of the value of the 
modifications. 
Specific Objectives of This Study 
Chapter II combines all program changes designed to improve credit 
acquisition and financial analysis, As the adoption of technology and 
the size of farms increase, the need for capital also increases. These 
increases may also require a shift from owner-equity financing to bor-
rowed capita],. This increased need for cred;i.t suggests a need for better 
financial records to establish this credit. 
The Check Reconciliation Program is a new program that was used on 
a ten-farm pilot basis in 1972. In 1973 all farms will receive this 
report, The reorganization of Section 12 1 Inventory Analysis, is also 
discussed in Chapter II. 
7 
Programming changes designed to improve tax reporting and analysis 
are explained in Chapter III. Logic changes allow disaggregation of 
cash flow totals for more.detailed accounting and easier transfer to 
the tax return. An added program provides tax information about.live-
stock purchased for resale; anc;l an·existi~g program, Capital Asset 
Depreciation, provides three alternative depreciation methods, st;~aight 
line, declining balance, and sum-of-years digits, fo.r each asset. This 
program also provides total depreciation for each asset, each type of 
machine, and totals for individual subfarms, landlords, and the whole 
farm. 
Chapter IV explains modifications in the year-end analysis, the 
most.important program in·the Costfinder system. Alm,ost.all informa-
tion that has been reported during the year is used in this program, 
Knowledge of ·these data sources and their·accuracy is a prerequisite 
to the effective use of the re.sults of the analysis program, The ob-
jectives of the changes in this are as follows: (1) reduce duplication 
of results, (2) improve readability of the output by reducing the amount 
of information on each page, and (3) reorganize the output so that whole 
farm analysis factors appear in a more logical order and the analysis 
factors applicable to an individual enterprise are printed on one or t~o 
consecutive pages, The print-out will be explained as it was before 
changes were made, It will then be compared with the new organization, 
Concluding the chapter is a discussion of the results of a program that 
compares the analyses of all Costfinder farms. Farmers can see how 
their operation compares with other farms in the state, other farms in 
their geographical area, and farms of the same type, based on the per~ 
cent of gross income received from that part of their farm. 
8 
Chapter V, Summary, will illustrate the benefit gained from these 
additions and deletions, Also directions for further work.in this area 
will be given, 
CHAPTER II 
PROGRAM CHANGES TO· FACILITATE CREDIT 
ACQUISITION AND FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
The program modifications explained in this chapter are intended 
to improve a set of fipancial records:, (1) which can be more easily 
understood and interpreted by the farmer, (2) which provide adequate 
information to obtain external credit, (3) which are presented in a 
form acceptable to the financial institution upon which most farmers 
depend for agricultural credit. 
Trends in Agricultural Credit 
Many factors influence the need for credit in the agricultural 
sector. While the exact ·volume and composition of agricultural credit·. 
is not of major concern in the study, discussion of some.of the general 
trends may be helpful. 
The number of farms in Oklahoma has decreased by 16,000 between 
1960 and 1973. 1 The reasons for this decline are many and complex. 
Specialization and improved technology have caused some farmers to 
expand the size of their farms. The farmer who could not meet the 
increasing capital requirements has sold to his expanding neighbor. 
111Number of Farms," Oklahoma Cro~ ~ Livestock Reporting Service, 
(January 23, 1973). 
n 
10 
This alone would tend to increase the size qf farm units and decrease 
the number of farms. 
Farm size measured by the amount of capital required is also in-
creasing. Emanuel Melichar, senior economist, Board of Governors of 
the Federal Reserve System, has predicted that the annual capital flow 
into agriculture will reach $16.7 billion by 1980, an increase of 54% 
2 
over the last decade. This capital must be financed from reinvestment 
of earnings or from borrowed capital, During the 1950's, farmers al-
located about 36% of the farm cash flow to meet capital requirements. 
In the 1960's, however, farmers allocated only 31% of their farm cash 
flow to debt retirement. At the same time, annual capital needs have 
steadily increased. Melichar predicts a slowing of this rate of in-
crease in debt in the 1970's to seven percent compared to the nine per-
cent of the 1960's. 3 
Money market lenders are able to provide agriculture with a very 
elastic supply of credit because agricultural credit represents a small 
amount of the funds flowing through money markets. At times, credit 
may be very expensive but.the funds are available if the market price 
. 'd 4 1s pa1. 
Check Reconciliation Program 
The best possible farm management talent and financial records will 
be needed to profitably use agricultural credit, Any sophisticated 
2Emanuel Me;I.ichar, "Aggregate Farm Capital and Credit Flow Since 





financial analysis must begin with the recording of income and expense 
transactions on~ check by check basis. 
The Check Reconci.liation Program was written in 1971 and used on a 
5 test basis by ten farme:rs in 19.72, In 1973 all cooperators receive 
this output each time their periodic data is processed, monthly or.quar-
terly. Table I is a sample of this output. The individual cash transac-
tions are sorted according to bank account, a one-character alpha-numeric 
variable, which allows the farmer to maintain·a farm account and a house-
hold account, or a~y number of each. The check numbers are sorted in 
ascending order, and;if more than.one transaction has the same check 
number, zero for example, they appear in ascending order by date. By 
arranging the transactions in this order, the balance column at the 
right.gives the net bank balance after each transaction. The farmer 
can compare this to his bank statement to check accuracy and also can 
readily see any missing checks or data that have not been reported. 
A new bank balance is entered with each group of data. When the 
new balance is encountered the previeul;) balance is discard.ed, then the 
following transactions are added er subtracted from the new balance, 
Additional modifications are designed to store the ending bank balance 
on disk and .read this value as a beginning balance the next time the 
farm is processed~ As a result, the farmer would be required to enter 
the bank balance only when a change is needed. 
The last section of this program lists external accounts payed 
and received according to external number. The farmer can assign 
5check reconciliation program developed and programmed by Mike 
Hardin, Research Assistant, Oklahoma St~te University. 
TABLE I 
SECTION 80, CHECK RECONCILIATION PROGRAM 
(..Qr1i'Ul Ei< llCU-UI\.LA-51-fAKH-1;'4COM E-Ai,.L>-UETA lltJ-t:'4 TtKi'i<l SC:-.._f CJ'\ii- ~YS. T~ M 
SEC TluN dO t.rlECK ;;.E1,I STER FARM NUHofR •)07 200 DATE PRuCESSEi.l ))f.10/ 73 i>AGE 
MC UAY ~C TI tH OESCRIPT 101' dANK CHECK NJ.C.KS.Ml SNG OcPO SI rs "I THOi<A•ALS BALANCE 
1 LC i2 MILK CHE:C1< f 0100 2,500.49 
B 1 46 I-ER T HAY f 018~ a .. 31)J .co 2,20').49 
d JC 05 Pc~S G LIVING EXP f 0197 ll 5('1). 00 l, 7'.l0.49 
9 11 a Ml LK (.HECK F 0201 3 2,b04.S9 4,305.08 
9 15 37 h,U TX \iAS CREO I- 0201 <>tl .r., 4,373.08 
~ 15 45 5EEU SORG"'M HAY f 0201 l't.3. cc 4 ,2j0.0d 
' 
17 46 LI HE F 0202 327.00 3,'103.('18 
9 30 So ELECTR JULY-SEPT F 020~ b 106 .09 .l,796.9'1 
9 30 56 PHi.ll\iE JULY-SEPT F 0210 b7. 09 3, 72\1. 90 
10 1 42 RP" PICKUP f 0211 95 .1>5 3,634.25 
10 3 41 "AGi: H ISC F 0212 11.00 j,557.25 
10 15 tZ SOLD UAIRY rtff<S f 0217 4 3,4~0.00 7,007.25 
l'.) 19 51 VET SERVILl:S F 0217 38 .49 b,9bo.76 
10 d 44 FEEiJ UC f I.J222 4 805.00 6,163.70 
llJ ~5 3,: co~ ~RtO LOA~ aNT F 0223 27:, .oo b, 436. 76 
10 30 05 ~ERS & LIVING EXP F 0223 5G).OO 5,938.71> 
11 l<'. 22 I'll .. LhECK F 0224 2,592.06 8,530.82 
ll le 41 ~AGE MISC F 0224 49. 50 8,461.32 
11 23 48 SERV D TAl<K!> F 0225 7& .33 B,402.99 
ii Zo 44 HED 131 F 0221> 1, 050. 00 7,352. 99 
11 30 C5 PERS & LIVING EX~ f 0221 50, .oo 6,852.9, 
12 10 22 rHLI\. ChtCK F 0228 2,529. 35 9 ,382.34 
12 1 ~ 44 SAL lt.MINH<Al f 0228 93.45 9,288. d9 
12 25 41 wAGC: HJSC f 0230 l 31.25 9,257.64 
12 
"' 
4 .. FEEil 131 F 0231 1,225.00 ti,032 .b4 
12 JC 41 •A"E HI SC F 0.232 l7. 7!> 8,014.!19 
12 31 47 CHb FOR Fu GRINu F 0231t l 101.00 7,9lt,.89 
12 31 ;_ oz l 1971 LAroD PHT F 0235 750.. 00 7,104.09 
12 3C c, PERS t. LIVlNb LXP f 0236 501). 00 b,604.89 
1, 31 43 1 (;,T J:. FAl<M LOAN F 0237 1,3%.18 !:>,2o8.71 
12 H 43 u 11'. T ON J1ALH LUAr-. . F ().236 412.67 4,850.04 
12 31 50 Fll\iANl.E Ri;RDS F 0239 83.00 4, 773.04 
12 :, 1 50 fAK'1 ORGNZ UUES F 0240 1 75 .oo 4 ,598 .04 
12 31 5b l'HuNE OCT-DEC F 0242 1 63. 31 4,534. 13 
TOTAL; 34 ll5 14 ,019 .49 9,484.76 4,534.73 
MC LAY AC Tl i:XT iJESCi<I PT !UN oANK CHECK NJ .CKS.MISNG DEPOSITS "I THDkA,.Al S ~ALANCE 
1 l 5 IC dANK oALANC.E HuHE H 0700 ;oo.l)O 
1 30 01 1'ilt,-fAKM INC H ()701 450.00 9 50 .Q IJ 
TGTALS '- 0 .••. ~.,,n • 00 950.()0 
EXT EKNAL ACCOUNT TOTALS EAT-NO. RECEIPTS PAYMENTS i>ALANCE PA<>E 
l .co 2, 146. 18 l,14&.18-
12 .oo 'tl2.67 412.67-




external numbers one.through 98 to the different individual stores, 
companies, or individuals with which he does business. If there is a 
mistake, the amount can be corrected by reporting a duplicate negative 
transac;ion and another transaction with the appropriate external num-
ber. This section shows at a glance the totc!,l amount of receipts, pay-
ments, and the net balance for each external account. Careful use of 
the Check Reconciliation Program assures.the farmer that all business 
transactions are reported properly. Accurate data input is the first 
step in the achievement of the stated objectives. 
Intra-Year Financi.al Analysis 
While most.businesses prepare financial statements monthly or 
quarterly, the time required to prepare the inventory.of assets and 
other accounting requirenients causes most.farmers to prepare financial 
st~tements on a yearly basis. Currently, Costfinder requ+res opening 
and closing inventory yearly. Thus financial statements and b4lance 
sheets are provided in the year-end analysis. Table II 11.lustrates an 
intra-year financial analysis proposed in Section 3 of the periodic re-
port program. 
A traditional·balance sheet format contains assets on the left or 
top, while liabilities are on the right side or _bottom of the financial 
report. Inventory.of current assets are arrayed according to Transac-
6 tion and Item code. Closing inventory would be equal to opening inven-
tory plus amount added less amount deleted.. Because these additions 
6Transaction and Items also referred to as.TI are the first two 
digits of the four, digit numerical code used iq the Costfinder system. 
TABLE II 
THE TYPED REPRESENTATION OF THE INTRA-YEAR FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
SECTIO!': 3A fAR.'i :\U1-1.BER OK007Z tALA."-.CI:: Sl-'.EET DATE PROCESSED 03/30/72 PAGE 3 
ASSETS 
CURRENT ASSETS 
~~~NTS RECEIVABLE · $10,000.00 




JAN 1, 1972 
CHARGED 
IKCOl>!E 
INCOME TOTAL INCOME 
PAYMENT RECEIVED RECEIVABLE 
01 IS0.00 10,000.00 65,000.00 18,453.00 18,603.00 56,547 .00 
03 (0.00 4,000.00 2,000.00 1,650.00 1,850,00 4,150.00 
15 .DO .00 450.00 .00 .00 450.00 
TOTALS 190.00 14,000.00 67,450.00 20,303.00 20,453.00 61,147,00 
f< * * * 11: * * * t: * *******Ir.*** ,t ***lit*** :l ***"*lit llt1t1t1t1ttllt1t* * * * ,t lit** :I** :t ** :l * ,t ,t ,t II:* ,t **It 1t * ,t lit**** tnl * ,t ,t *****,:Ill* 111: 6 tc Ill:**** ill**** t; tc it ill Ill: Ill: tc ill** 
PERPETUAL IKVE?-;TORY OF ASSl:.TS 
Tl DESCRIPTION 





71 L 1-rESTOCI FOR RESALE 























10, 500. 00 
18,956.00 
3,700.00 
4 ,500 .00 
8,200.00 
LIABILITIES 
TOTAL ACCOUNTS P.ECEIVABLE 











53, 701. 00 
TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS 
21, 700. 00 
79,500.00 












O~ ACCOU~T PAID 
TOTAL 
PAYABLE 
05 380.00 15,000.00 15,600.00 16,200.00 16,580.00 13,420.00 
06 .00 2.000.00 2,800.00 .00 .00 4,800.00 
TOTALS 380.00 17,000.£10 18,400.00 16,200.00 16,580.00 18,220.00 
*11: fr I<. fr 1, II: I<******** 111: 1t *"' 'ill: 1t * 1t ,t *lit* ill* 1t lit1tl: 11' *ill 'ill:******* I:*** ill:111:** ill Ill: lit 11: 111: * ** 1t ,t 1lt .,, •• *I<* 1t 1t *****I<*** 1t 1t * 1t * ** 1t * I:. 1t 1t 1t Ill:**** I< Ill: 'llt ** 11: 11: I< 1tfi: * ** 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
TOT AL NET WORTH 
TOTAL LIABILITIES & NET WORTH 












TABLE II (Continued) 
FARM ~'UMBER OK999900 INCOME STATEMENT 
GROSS SALES 
TOTAL FARM EXPENSES 
OTHER EXPENSES 
DEPRLCIATION 
NET INV ENT ORY CHANGE 
RETURNS TO LABOR, EQUITY CAPITAL, 






DATE PROCESSED 03/30/72 PAGE 4 
I-' 
Vl 
are included in Section 3A, which is processed monthly or quarterly, 
closing inventory would not· be available until it is :i:eported by the 
farmer at the end of his fiscal year. 
16 
It is recognized that a perpetual inventory cannot be correctly 
calculated from day to day income and expense transactions. For example, 
feed inventory is credited when feed is purchased but no entries are re-
quired when the feed is fed to. livestock. As a result feed inventory is 
only an estimate. Likewise, additions are made to. livestock inventory 
when cattle are purchased. Until these animals are sold or a currept 
market value is established by reporting the livestock inventory, the 
amount in Table I): does not·reflect the gain or loss in value of these 
cattle as they grow. 
The inventory val,u.e of most.fixed. assets va;,;-ies ;little during the 
year. When taking inventory of these assets, it is easy to use opening 
inventory as a basis. This procedure requires consideration by the 
farmer only one time each yea;-. As a result, some of the major problems 
encountered in the year-end financial statement are caused by failure to 
report purchases and sales of capital assets, such as land. 
All liabilities are.incl.uded in the accounts payable section which 
compares column for column with the accounts receivable part of the 
asset section. Section 3B, Table II, shows a simplified income state-
ment. Gross farm sales plus net inventory changes are reduced by the 
amount of total expenses and a depreciation allowance based on the par-. 
tion of the year completed. 
17 
Inventory and Financial Analysis 
The previous discussion outlines a complete financial statement 
on a periodic basis without.closing inventories supplied by the farmer. 
Granted, some current assets and depreciation are at best estimates. 
"Is an estimat.ed statement .that helps farmers to be aware of inventory 
changes periodically better than no periodic statement?." This question 
was posed to the Area Ag.ents and Farm Management State Staff. It was 
felt that reorganization of the existing financial statement was neces-
sary but not on a periodic basis, As a result, many of the ideas and 
programming procedures that would have been used in Section 3A and B 
will be utilized in Section 12 of the year-end analysisf Table III. 
While the title indicates the listing of inventories only, all 
information that is needed to prepare a financial statement appears in 
this section. However, the financial infopnation in this section was 
not presented in the order that rural bankers and other credit officers 
are accustomed to analyzing. Bankers, loan officers, and credit re-
presentatives have indi.cated difficulty in interpreting this section. 
It has also been suggested that the inventory of the different 
types of raised livestock, feed, supplies, c~sh crops, and small 
grains, be printed individually rather than aggregated in one line. 
Furthermore, the programming logic required to print one inventory item 
per line is simpler than that required to aggregate.the individual 
items. If no landlord or other operator data were reported, the middle 
column would be blank and the total farm column would simply repeat the 
information in the operator area. The previous examples represent some 
of the suggestions receiveµ relating to Section 12, the Inventory 
Analysis. 
TABLE III 
THE 1966-72 VERSION OF SECTION 12 INVENTORY ANALYSIS 
~EC Hu, l.:: lr-..VE.:IITLr-1 ,At~AL't5b F~~-. ruJMoi::.I( ·• •:·--.- DATE P1<1CCE!>'.:.EO C,3/l."'.1173 PAGE . 
SuDfARH )~ All OTHEK SUdH:.."!S TUT.AL f-Ak"4 
CPE1'4 INV OF C.A:Oti t.i.U fli SL AS~ET:i il ,141.f'b $.OJ u. l'tl.06 
CP~f\, I 11:V uf ktd:.l,:D LlVESHiC.I\. ,1. 0'1 .... 50 5.00 S.7,094,50 
tJ?Erl IN\/ OF GkAl flil il,830,00 •• co S.l ,830.0C\ 
CPEf\. l"1V UF FORAGE: S 750. 00 5.0D U51l,OC 
CPEI\ l IW GF CASH CKOPS j,,Q(I ,. CC' s.,o 
LPEN lN"V Of Pf<..OtJl)(.1 5, t-Et:O, SUPPL Bl)0.00 $,CO ,aor:.oo 
(PO, 11\V Ot- LlVE~Tuc ... FU"- i<fSALE 5,0!1 1,0!J ,.on 
UPc/11 I t,.,V Of (NOPS fOK ,lfSALf ,.oo ,. 00 S,('10 
OPi:hl 11'.V Of M(!i.C. CAPIJ.:iL lr.VESI .UlO,IJO ,.co $71".1.00 
CPO. I I\V Of CAP A.>S ETS-L IV f:STC,CK ,,;, 355,00 ,.oo s,9,:!55,i'.)C'I 
llP~N 11',V OF CAP ASSETS-l"!AC.HIM:RY u,211.oc ,.co 1.3,217,0(' 
. c-FEI\ 1:,,v Gt- (AP hSHS-DuJLOJ._GS il,r.'t't, 00 s.o, 53,044,110 
LPEJI, 11\\1 OF <.At' AS'.)ETS-LANll J.61, l')OQ.OO $1:l ,ooo. 00 s.09,000.'le 
TUTAL UPE:t'il,"ib l~VE.NTURY $d6 ,941.5& $8,0QO.OO $96,941.56 
?L.J:i OPEN CuRKEf'.T ACC. TS RECEJV S.'t,4Sl. 37 ,.o, $4,451.37 
ANJ GPEN CAPITAL ACCTS REC ,.oo ,. co S.)O 
L:::.i.> uPB~ Cl.H\iH.NT ACC TS P.\V..8LE io.2o,b29.7:» ,.co 126,b.29. 76 
A/\L U?EN <..UPITAL LIADILITltS u 1,1150.00 1.00 117,85().00 
'f'IE:LGS TUTAL UPEl''dl'tl.. Ncl ... ut..TH $'tltdl3.l7 18, ooo. !'\".) 156 ,913.17 
C.LiJ.)I: INV Ut- C.t.SH 11,1 .. ,> 1115[. ASSc:TS $5bl.80 ,.o:> $5bl. 8C' 
C.U .. :il;: JNII .;f t<AISE.; LhtSTu(I',. i-8, 615.60 ,.oo 1'8,Bl5 .!:IC 
C..LUSE J",IV Jf Gt<AI N Sl,030.0'J s.oo 1>2,03').IJC 
CL(SE lr.v uf hJi<.AGE S8lb. 00 ,.c, $&18.".IO 
CLCSE I 1'.V l.of CASH CP:OPS ,.oo ,. 00 s..,0 
Li.USE Jl~\I JF PiUJOUC.TS, FEEilt Sll,P s.oo S.('0 s.'J(l 
<...LG.5E Ho' OF LIVESTOCK FOil RESALE ,.oo S.OJ S.'.)0 
(.LUSE: lN\I Of CKOP,S FOR RESALE ,.oo S. GO S..')Q 
C.LGSE INV iJF MISC. C.APHAL l.NYCST sno.ro ,.co '71'1.f)(' 
CLCSE lt,,V tJF CAP ASSETS-LIYESTOOl 19, 355.0C J..00 $9,3:;15.')'J 
CUJSI: INV uF C..lriP ASS.i:TS-NAC.Hlhfi<Y 13,372.00 $.fl!) :.-3,372.00 
C.LOSE INV OF <.AP ASSE:TS-8UILDl'1"'°S $2,755.0C ,.o'J ,2, 755.or 
(..LL.SE lNV OF CAP ASSflS-LAt.lU 103, 500. 00 18,000.00 S71,5f'0.00 
TOTAL C.LllSI r-«; I NVErtTOKY $911917 .40 ld,OC'O.CO S99,9l 7.40 
Pl.US CLOSE QJRkENT A'-L.TS KECtlV 141737.38 ,.rJ 14, 737.38 
At,tD CLOSE CAPlTAL M.CTS REC •• oo ,.co 1.'.lG 
LL:SS CLOSE CU.C.RErH ACC. l!) PAY 12B,d07.2't ,.o~ S.28,S".!7.24 
Ai1iO CLOSE CAPITAL LU.BIL HIES llb, 800. 00 $.C'J 116,81)" .')n 
Yl ELD~ TCTAL CLDSlt-.lG NET 111Ui<TJ1 551,047.5.ft. S.l:i,OCO. CO 159 ,"4 7 .54 
TCT.li.. lt,tvENTORY CHAhbt j,l,91~. ti.It ,.o:> SZ,975.84 
TuTAL CHANGE l"- r-.EJ •°"'Tt1 12, 134.37 1. C'O sz ,134.37 
CPEN ING CURRE1'1J Ul.i.NS S25,591.4!t ,.oo !25,581.45 
CPEf\ lll!G NONCUl<i'.Ekl LUAkS 1l 7,H50.DO ,.oo u1,s5n.l)C 
CLCSJ!IIG Cl.lKREt-T LOAhS 127,,841.33 ,. co S.27 ,841.33 
CLCS l~G !'iONCuRREl'd LOAt.S ue.,soe.!JO ,.oJ U0,8')r, • .,o 
LPEf\lt.G CUKRcri.-T L(AN ll!AT llJ .. , .. , 
CLOSlNli CUtKEt.1 LOAh RATIO .ol .61 
GPEt, H,G OEoT TO •OK.Tri KA.TIU •• 1 • 78 
CLCSI f,,G, 0Et3T TC "-OiffH RAT lO ... .77 
OEdT ~ERVICJNG TC GROSS FARM INC ... . .. 
Sl:CJICf,, li PART 8 1,-.ccf'tE ho(UW CED FARH ~UHDER r,~()(\7,' 0 .. JE PKU.:E SSE:.U C3/ 2()/1 j PAGE 9 
SUt3fJ..RM J:> ALL UT HER SU1>Ft.1PIS TLTAL FARM 
TUAL F.tKH CASt1 t:AiU-tlh(,S PLUS t 'l tt.r. Jq 1330 .6(,. $ i ~,)~,. ~· .. 
r,,or-.cASH I hVEMG,n CHANC.E s:,, 55!J.10 ),. 00 13 ,S55 .1,:, 
Jhill:KEST PAID 1::i.lUALS 1.3,4bl.51t s.,:,o J.3,'i-bl.54 
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LESS UNPAlO FAMILY LAiWK s..oa •• 00 1o.eo 
YlfLDS R.ETURt. TO (.AP AMI l'IGMT ~ 1 tr_~ ! • ',;: 5330.b't t,ci., 3?:l .6b 
CIVIOED BY AVERAGf CAPITAL 5102, 720.41 Sl,933.87 Ul'>,&54.29 
\'IELCJS PERCENT RA.Tc Of RETURh 7. 77 4olb 7.c.., 
RCTURh TC UfiPAID LA8Ufi., C.AP, hG14T 17 0 C·~l. !;'} S330. b4 ,. ~. ':: ! . .. f 
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Table IV illustrates the changes made in response to these sugges-
tions. The inventory items are printed in ascending order TRANSACTION 
7 AND ITEM one through 99. In this way, raised beef cattle are separated 
from raised dairy cattle, sheep, or swine. In the 1966-72 version of 
Section 12, Table III, totals are listed for the main Sub-farm, all 
landlords, and the total farms. After the modifications are completed 
the opening and closing inventories appear on the same line with the 
amount of net change replacing the total farm column. This logic change 
makes the comparison of opening and closing inventory much easier. 
While this restructure provides more information per page, the illus-
tration contains only operator data. If landlord data is reported, the 
same output section will be repeated for all landlords and total farm 
data, the sum of all operators and landlords.· If no other subfarm data 
is reported, the program will not print that section, A message will 
be printed indicating that no other landlord or operator data has been 
reported, and values given for all operators are also total farm values. 
Capital and current accounts payable are subtracted and receivables 
are added to total inventory to obtain the opening and closing change in 
net worth. The lines of output saved by printing opening and closing 
values on one line approximately offset the increase caused by printing 
inventory items separately. Because operator, landlord, and total farm 
values must be printed separately, one after the other, the amount of 
7TRANSACTION AND ITEM are the first two digits of the four-digit 
Costfinder code. TRANSACTION codes include Non-Farm and Special Tax 
Cases, Raised Sales, Raised Product Sales, Farm Income, Current Farm 
Expenses, Purchases and Sales of Items Purchased for Resale, and Pur-
chases and Sales of Capital Assets. These two digits will be referred 
to as TI or TI code. 
TABLE IV 
THE 1973 VERSION OF SECTION 12 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS 
SECTION 12 Flt.A..\"CIAL A.:.\ALYSiS FARM NUMBER OK0072 
SUBFARM 00 
DATE PROCESSED 03/20/73 PAGE 8 
OP.ENING INVENTORY CLOSING INVENTORY NET CHANGE 
TI DESCRIPTION UNITS POUNDS DOLLARS UNITS POUNDS DOLLARS UNITS POUNDS DOLLARS 
10 CASH 
11 BEEF 
15 OTHER LIVESTOCK 
17 GR.A.IN . 
18 HAY 
44 FEED 
90 MISC ASSETS 
91 CAPITAL BEEF 
95 CAP OTHER THA.~ LVST 















CURREKT ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 
CAPITAL ACCOUXTS RECEIVABLE 
CURRENT ACCom:rs PAYABLE 
CAPITAL ACCOUNTS PAYABLE 
TOTAL NET );QRTH 
CURRENT LOAN'S 
NONCURRENT LOANS 
PERCENT CURRENT EQUITY 
PERCENT OWNER EQUITY 
DEBT SER\' TO GROSS FARM IKCOME 
SECTION 12 PART B IKCOM:E PRODUCED 
TOTAL FARM CASH EARNINGS PLUS 
NONCASH INVENTORY CHANGE 






RETURN TO UNPAID LABOR, CAP, MGMT 
LESS UNPAID FAMILY B.BOR 
YIELDS RETURN TO CAP AKD MGMT 
DIVIDED BY AVERAGE CAPITAL 
PERCENT RETURN O~ TOTAL CAPITAL 
PERCENT RETURN OK EQUITY CAPITAL 
RETURN TO UNPAID LABOR, CAP, MGMT 
LESS 6 PERCE~T INTEREST CHARGE 
YIELDS RETURN TO LABOR AND MGMT 
DIVIDED BY UNPAID LABOR YEARS 












































































































FARM NUMBER OK0072 
SUBFARM 00 














































output may increase. However, additional information is provided in a 
more readable form. 
Section 12B, Table IV will retain' the same format and will appear 
after the total farm values have been printed. However, in Section 12B, 
the output can be presented in a more readable, condensed form by omit~ 
ting units and pounds. Changes in Section 12B include the addition of 
a "percent return to owner equity" figure and the change of PERCENT RATE 
OF RETURN to PERCENT RETURN TO TOTAL EQUITY. These modifications allow 
comparison of the rate of return on owner capital with the percent re-
turn on non-owner capital. It .is hoped that the improved readability 
and quality of existing and additional information will increase the 
farmer's knowledgemd understanding of financial analysis, Good finan-
cial records organized in condensed, logical form, should help the 
farmer obtain needed credit. 
Cash Flow Budget Summary 
The timing of credit needs is an important part of financial 
analysis. It would be wasteful to finance a short term need with a 
long term sou~ce of funds. Section 30, Table Vis prepared at the end 
of the year to show the time distribution of cash needs for operation 
of the farm and for family living. 8 Data in this report includes cash 
transactions, charges made during the year and loans, and principal paid 
within the year, Payments made on accounts created in previous years 
8 Cash Budget was initiated by Ted R, Nelson, Extension Economist, 
Farm Management, Modifications have been completed by Mike L, Hardin, 
Research Assistant; 
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SECTION 30, CASH BUDGETING REPORT 
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would have been shown on a previous year's cash budget, Thus, they 
would not be added this year. 
The amounts are listed monthly with a total in the far right 
column. The final summary total represents non-loan income and non-
loan expense for each month and the year~ BORROWING NECESSARY repre-
sents the amount expenses exceed income for the month, Conversely, 
REPAYMENT POSSIBLE is the amount income exceeds expenses. The last 
two lines show CUMULATIVE BORROWING AND SAVINGS respectively. The 
time distribution of credit needs varies widely, depending on the 
type of livestock and crops produced. It is important that the 
length of time that credit is needed be comparable to the time that 
credit is used. 
The Check Reconciliation Program provides a means of checking 
the accuracy of the bank statement and all input data. Modifications 
in ___ ,Section 12, Table IV, provide financial information in a form that 
,,,-
--is more easily understood and interpreted by farmers and credit officers, 
Timing of credit needs is provided in the Cash Budget report. Trends 
in agric:.ultural credit indicate the increasing importance of timely and 
accurat_e financial information. 
t, 
CHAPTER I'I I 
PROGRAM CHANGES TO FACILITATE 
TAX REPORTING AND ANALYSIS 
Introduction 
Good tax management depends upon timely and accurate records. 
One objective of these records is to furnish sufficient information to 
file income tax returns. Programming modifications explained in this 
chapter are intended to: (1) improve understanding and readability of 
the printouts generated, (2) provide adequate information to report 
income tax, and (3) generate timely records which provide the basis 
for estimating taxable income at any time during the year. 
Program Modifications to Section 2, 
Cash Flow Summary 
Suggestions received from the Area Agents to improve the Section 
2, Cash Flow Summary, are indicated in Table VI. The modifications 
proposed in this section are based on the 1966-72 version of Section 2. 1 
The farm number, date processed, and accounting basis are included in 
the heading. Totals are printed for each TI code that has a non-zero 
1The Section 2, Cash Flow Summary, 1966-72 version is printed in 
Table VII. 
TABLE VI 
THE TYPED REPRESENTATION OF SECTION 2, CASH FLOW SUMMARY 
SECTION 2 CASH FLOti SUMMARY 
TIG DESCRIPTION 
NONFARN AND SPECIAL CASES 
010 TAXABLE NON-FARM INC 
1 WAGES 
z RENTAL 
4 DEPLETION ELIGIBLE 
6 RESALE ITEMS 
8 CAPITAL 
9 NON-TAXABLE GIFTS 
FARM NUMBER OK0072 
TOTALS FOR THIS PERIOD 







030 FAMILY OR NONFAR.'I DEDUCTIBLE EXPENSES 
I KAGES 82. 76 
2 REPAiRS 2421. 54 
MACHINE HIRE 497 .45 
TOTAL EXPENSES ?-:ONFARM - $3001. 75 
CURRENT FARM EXPENSES 
420 REPAIRS 
I CAR 123.62 
3 TRACTOR 433 .45 
7 MACHINERY 898. 77 
440 FEED 
1 ADDITIVES 334. 56 
4 MIXED FEEDS 4453.67 
TOTAL CURRE~"T FARM EXPENSES $6244. OS 
CASH BASIS DATE PROCESSED .03/30/72 PAGE 2 
CURRENT TOTALS TO DATE LAST YEAR AT THIS TIME 
UNITS POUNDS DOLLARS UNITS POUNDS DOLLARS 






114. 84 127 .65 
2346.12 922-45 
867 .44 1432.21 
$3328.40 $2482.31 
123.62 42.11 








THE 1966-72 VERSION OF SECTION 2, CASH FLOW SUMMARY 
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observation, Three sets of units, pounds, and dollars are listed 
across the page. These three sets represent TOTALS FOR THIS PERIOD, 
OLD BALANCE BROUGHT FORWARD, and CURRENT TOTALS TO DATE. 
27 
Area Agents agreed that the OLD BALANCE FORWARD column should be 
replaced by the totals for LAST YEAR AT THIS TIME, The old balance is 
read each time the periodic report.is processed, It would be very 
simple to omit these figures in the printout; however, the LAST YEAR 
AT THIS TIME figures must be read from the previous year's master 
transacti.on file. If input data were reported promptly each month or 
quarter, it would be easy to determine the number of months of data 
reported this year,· Then, a comparable number of months of data could 
be totaled and printed from the previous year's data, In reality, data 
is not reported in neat monthly or quarterly blocks. Often, four or 
five months of data are reported together. 
The master transaction file for 145 farms in 1972 contained ap-
proximately 125,000 ninety~character records, To read and total the 
appropriate records each week the periodic report is processed could 
double the cost, If -a program were written to read the master trans-
action file for the previous year and print totals for each month, 
the condensed results could be written on another file. This smaller 
file could be read into the periodic report program. While the pro-
gramming changes required to print totals for LAST YEAR AT THIS TIME 
is possible, the cost.of this section would increase. Because of the 
increased cost, the program modifications will not be included in the 
Cash Flow Summary. The units and pounds in the OLD BALANCE FORWARD 
have been deleted but the dollar amounts in this column will be printed 
after the TI code description. Without further program modifications, 
28 
the balance forward dollar amounts provide the only means of manually 
checking the accuracy of the old balance forward files, Program modif ... 
ications would provide many other ways of making this accuracy check. 
The cost involved in the modification and the cost of replacing old 
balance forward with the totals from the previous year effect the re-
tention of old balance dollars. By deleting both·the totals from the 
previous year and the old balan~e units and pounds, the readability 
of the Cash Flow Summary, Table. VII I, is improved, 
Expansion of Cash Flow Categories 
Another suggestion received from the Area Agents and farmers 
indicates that it would be helpful if some'of the TI categories such 
as grain sales, repairs, feed, and supplies fould be listed by GENERAL 
2 . 
code. Since there are ninety-nine TI's and nine possible GENERAL 
sub-categories in each TI code, disaggregation of all Tl's would in-
crease the possible number of lines printed from 99 to 999. 
This expansion would also require that the computer storage for 
the Cash Flow Section be increased tenfold. Computer costs at Okla-
homa State University are a function of actual processing time and 
the amount of storage required. Expansion of all GENERAL codes would 
increase the amount of time required to print the extra lines and in-
crease the computer storage required for this section. Since some TI 
codes are used more than others, a compromise between cost and 
2GENERAL is the third digit.of the four-digit Costfinder code. 
It provides nine possible sub-divisions of each TI code, Hereafter 
it will be referred to as G, GENERAL, or GENERAL CODE, 
TABLE VIII 
THE 1973 VERSION OF SECTION 2, CASH FLOW SUMMARY 
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aggregation would improve the cost-benefit ratio, Table IX lists the 
TI codes and GENERAL categories that have been disaggregated, 3 
TI codes 01 and 03 through 09 have special application to non-
32 
farm taxable income, For. example, itemized family deductions, TI code 
04, are divided into doctors, drugs, charities and contributions, 
health insurance, interest and taxes. 
TI codes 07 and 08 represent undivided utilities and auto expenses 
which can be allocated between the farm and the household at the end 
of the year~ The sub-divisions for the non-farm deductable expenses 
can be transferred directly to Schedule F (Form 1040), Figure 2. TI 
codes 11 through 14, and 17 through 19, list raised livestock and 
raised grain sales which transfer to Part I of Schedule F (Form 1040), 
The next sub-category in the Section 2, Cash Flow Sununary, Product 
Income and Other Income,. completes the farm income part of Schedule F, 
Product sales such as milk, eggs, and wool are included in the raised 
sales section. Other income, such as TI code.32, Machine Work, TI 
code 35, Patronage Refunds, TI code 36, Government Payments, and TI 
code 38, Insurance Proceeds, transfer directly to the OTHER FARM IN-
COME section of Part II, Schedule F. The TI codes 42, 44 through 55, 
and 57 sub-divide most .of the deductable farm expenses. If tax-credit 
on gasoline is claimed, it ·is necessary to record the exact number of 
gallons. TI code 52 lists total gallons for all fuels, The GENERAL 
categories in TI code 52 allow separate accounting of the gallons of 
each type of fuel, 
3The expansion of the TI codes was programmed by Teresa Weixelman, 
Manhatten, Kansas. Conversion to the Oklahoma State University Com-
puter and the Costfinder system was done by Mike L. Hardin, Research 
Assistant. 
TABLE IX 
THE LIST OF EXPANDED TI AND GENERAL CODES 
Tl G 
01 Taxable Non-farm. Incoae 
1 Wages 
2 Rental Incoae 
3 Miscellaneous 
4 Sa'le of Resale Iteas 
5 Sale of Capital Assets 
03 Non-farm Deductible Expenses 
1 Substitute Farm TI Codes 




4 Heal th Insurance 
5 Interest 
6 Taxes 
05 Personal Withdrn·als 
l Groceries 
2 Clothing 
3 Household Operations 
4 Personal Services 
S Nondeductible auto 
7 Furniture and household 
8 Equipment 
9 Depreciable Capital 
Gain Iteas 
06 Loans to Others 





5 Natural Gas 
6 Water 





Same as TI 14 
12 Dairy 
Same as TI 14 
13 Sheep 
Same as TI 14 
Tl G 
14 Swine 
1 Male young 
2 Female young 
3 Neuter young 
4 Male adolescent 
5 Female adolescent 
6 Neuter adolescent 
7 Male adult 
S Feaale adult 

















9 Crop Pasture 











32 Machine Work 
TI G 
7 Harvestina: Equipment 
8 Haying Equipment 
9 Storage & Processina: 






36 A& Frog. Payments 
1 Diversion 
2 Marketing Cert. 
3 Soil Bank 
4 Storage 
5 A.C.P. Practices 
6 A.C.P. Fertilizers 






4 Power Units 
5 Co11bine 
6 Machinery Hay 
7 Machinery 
8 Building 
9 Land Improvement 
44 Feed 
1 Additives 
2 Salt & Minerals 
3 Protein Supplement 





l Livestock Feeding 45 
Equip11ent 
Seeds and Plants 
1 Seed 
2 Other Livestock 
Equipment 
3 Materials Handling 
Equipaent 
4 Tillage Machinery 
5 Planting and 
Cultivating 




4 Seed Cleanina: 
5 Treatment 





2 Trace elements 
3 Lime & Gypsua 
4 Insecticide 
5 Herbicide 
6 Other Chemicals 
4 7 Machine Hire 
Same as TI 
Code 32 
48 Supplies 





3 -Cold Storaa;e 
4 Brokerage 
5 Custom [ill 
54 Taxes 





4 Bedding SS Insurance 
5 Servicing (Dairy tank) 
6 Materials 
7 Shop Supplies 
8 Tools 
9 Office 






50 Miscellaneous Expense 
1 Accounting 
2 Checking Charges 
33 Other Bank Charges 
4 Legal fees 
5 Performance Bond 
6 Papers & Registration 
7 Testina: 
8 Farm Maa;azines 
9 Organizations 
·51 Vet Medicine 





52 Gas Fuel 
l Gasoline 
2 LP Gas 
3 Diesel 
4 Kerosene 


















01putm1nt of th, Treasury 
lntunal R1V1nu1 S11vlu 
Farm Income and Expenses 
(Compute social security self·employment tax on Scheclul• SE) 
.... Att1ch to Form 1040. 
.,. If rental Income, sea Instruction C before usln11 this 1ehadul1. 
~®72 
Name(s) as shown on Form 1040 
James A. and Jane W. Brown I Soclal NCurlty numllw 579 128 i 6685 
Business name and address •• J.ame.s...A. ••• .B..ro:wn., •• B..B.. •. ~ •. .Bo.x..25 .. H.om.e.t.o~ ••• .S.t.at.:tlf you flied Form 943, enter .,... 
Location of farm(s) and number of acres In each farm .•• .S.ame. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l.fi.0 .• A.l:r.e.s....... plc,yer ~dlntlflcatlon number h9rl 
57 i 6041492 
lmJI Farm Income-Cash Receipts and Disbursements Method lilblll Farm Deductions-For Cash and [I 
Do not include sales of livestock held for dr1ft, broadln11, sport, or dairy Accrual Method Taxpayers 
purposes; report such •ales on Form 4797• Do not Include personal or living expensas not 1ttributable 
Sales of Purchased Livestock and Other Items Purchased for Resale to production of farm Income, IUCh II tlXes, lnsun,nce, ,. 
1 Livest:c::mnp '"--········· $ •..• • oun rec"'\ ••••• $ _ _. .• ost or other bH 1 ••• lt1m1 Amount 
· ti b Am t · d I c I pairs, etc., on your dwellln11. 
Heifers Purchased 29 Labor hired. • s •••••••• 2,219 _______ _ 
--~-or_ Resale __ {_10.2 .............••... 3 ... 4.,)0_ •....•...•••..•.• 2, 000 ...•••. 30 Repairs, maintenance • • •••••••• 1 1618 ..•.•.•• 
2 Other Items: .•••••••••••••.. •••••••••••••••••••••••. •••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 31 Interest • • • • • . ••••.•••• 11 86 2 •.....••. 
-----······························1-------1-- -------1·- 32 Rant of farm, pasture • 
33 Feed purchased • • • 
87 
3 Totals • • • • • • 3 450 2.000 
-------.-8,091 •..•.•••. 
4 Profit (or loss), subtract line 3, column c from line 34 Sood, plants purch1sed 143 
__ s..:.,_co_1_um...,..n...,b_.-:·-:--· ...,..· ...,...· -·-,·~·-,-·-·".:"'"·-:-·-' .... ,-"'$"-,--,--1..._4=5.::0_._ __ 1 35 Fertilizers, ume·, • 
Sales of Market Livestock and Produce Raised and Held Primarily for 
.•.•....•• l_.149 ...••.. 
100 36 Machine hire • • • 
_S_al_e_a_nd_O_t_h_e_r_Fa_r_m_l_n.,c_o __ m_e ________________ , 37 supplies purchued 
.......... .1. 00 2 .....••• 
339 
5 Cattle • 
6 Calves. 
7 Sheep • 
8 Swine • 
9 Poultry 
Kind 
10 Dairy products 
11 Eggs • 
12 Wool • 
13 Cotton. 
Quantity Amount 
: .. -~ ---........ :n. ......... ·······---~ 1, 658 .. .. 
38 Breedln11 f- • • 
39 Vetlrln1ry, medicine 
40 Guoline, fuel, oil • 
41 Storage, warehousln1 
42 TIXH •• 
.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. .•••••••••••••••••••••. ··-·· 43 Insurance 
.....••••.• .2 ... .65.lLi;w.t ............ J.?.,.?J.9. ...... 44 Utilities • 
45 Fr~lght, truckln1 
46 Constrv1tlon upenses 
47 Land clearing expensu 
560 ··•·•• 
_____ 1. o'-~. _____ _ 
----···-··-·----·-·· ........ . 
.......... l ,Q'.3~ - ...... . 
·----·--··-----6 5.l.. . .•... 
______________ ]2:j . ·••··· 
---------J ... O.Z..6 ••.••••• 
-----· 7 2.Q. -----· 
14 Tobacco 
·••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••· ·•••••••••••••••••••••· •••••• 48 Pension 1nd proflt·lhtrlng 
plans (110 Instructions) • • -···················· •••••• 
49 Emplayeo benefit pro11r1m1 
15 Vegetables 
16 Grain • , 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•••••••••••••••••••••· ·••••• other than lint 48 <- ln-
17 Fruits and nuts •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. •••••••••••••••••••••• .•••••. structlona) , • , , , , ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••• 
18 Other (specify): .••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 50 Other (specify): ............................................. . 
••••• Hay. •••••••••.••••••••..•••••.•••.••••••••• 32\:; •• :r.ons ...........•... .813 •.••••.•.•.• J\d.v.e.x;.t:.ia.i.l:l.g. ••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• 234 •.•••••. 
-·-·------- ........................••........ f.1.na.n~ia.l .. Re.~i:t~da ................... al ...... . 
OTHER FARM IN_CO_M_E______ •••••• f.a.t:lll .. Q~,_.Jl\le.lil. ••••••••.•••••••••••••• 115. •.•.•.•. 
19 M1chlne work , • 
20 Patronogo dividends , • , 
21 Per-unit retains • , , , • 
22 Agricultural program payments: 
(1) Cuh •••••• 
(2) Materlols and services 
23 Commodity Credit loans under election (or forfeited) 
24 Federal gasoline tax credit • • • • • • • , 
.•••.•..•• ... .••....•. •••••• ••••• D..ea.t.b. • .L.o..s.s.. - •••••••••••. ··•••••••••••••••••••• ••••• 
. .............. 2.50 .......•..•.••• 11.e.if.e.r • .FJJ.r..C.h. •••••••• ··········------······ .••••• 
...........•••.•.••.••.•••••. --------.Fai::. • .R.e.s.a.le. .......................... .2.2.!L .••••• 
. ................ 22 ....... ---------···············-·······-·-----·· ··-·-------·--------· ·-·---
............... 160 ....... ··---------------·-------·--------·-···· ----------·····------- ...... . 
.............. 275. . ...... ·-----------------------·-·---···--------- ·-----------------· --·-·· 
................. 68 ....... ·---------········-------------------· ·-----------·--------· ..•.•. 
25 State gasoline tax refund • • , • , • • • • ••••••••••••••••..••.. ······l------------i-------
26 Other (specify): .r::cop .. Ins-.. :e.i:o.ceeds ...•.....•.......... ..ll.4. ...... . 
51 Add lines 29 through 50 .... ;,c.S __ 2_3'--'-, '-l-'4~3-
52 Depreciation (from line 59, 
_27_A_d_d_l_in_es_5_t_h_ro_u_gh_2_6_._._. _______ 10$ ___ 3_5~1~7_9_6 ____ , ___ P_art_ll-'l)_._._._._._._ .... _ 1 ___ ~5~1~0~1~0=-
28 Gross profit *(add lines 4 and 27) . .... 37.246 
53 Total deductions. Add lines 
51 and 52 • • • , ..... 
54 Net farm profit (or loss) (subtract line 53 from 28). Enter hero and on line 39, Forrit 1040. ALSO enter on schedule 
SE, Part II, line 4a • • , • • • • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • .... $ 
• UH amount on line 28 for optional method of computing net earnlnas from self-employment. (SH line 6, Part 111 Schedule SE.) 
28.153 
9.093 
Figure 2. Farm Income and Expensesj Schedule F (Form 1040) 
34 
35 
To the extent that the merit of these TI sub-divisions is measured 
in terms of their ability to transfer directly to a line or section of 
the tax return, the non-farm TI codes meet the requirements much better 
than the farm TI codes. While the primary objective o{ the farm TI 
sub-divisions is to facilitate detailed analysis of farm income and 
expenses and to enhance the detection and correction of cash flow and 
coding errors, it does have tax reporting advantages for some farmers, 
The co~plexity of most farms does not allow all the income and expense 
items to fit into the designated tax categories, It often requires 
the addition or sub tr.action of items from one sub-total or the other. 
If these adjustments become necessary, the possibility of error may 
be reduced by printing TI totals and the GENERAL sub-totals, 
Tax Acc.ounting of Items Purchased for Resale 
An important part of tax management is cost accounting of live-
stock and other items purchased for resale; for only the gain from 
these sales is taxable income, Therefore, accurate retention of the 
cost of these animals is essential. The· Farmer's .!'..!!, Guide states 
that if the farmer.is unable to identify the animal sold, he must use 
the first-in first-out method of identification. 4 Thus, the animal 
first purchased would be listed as the first animal sold, Also, care 
must be taken to deduct the cost of an animal in the year of its sale. 
4 Department of the Treasury, Internal Revenue Service, Farmer's 
Tax Guide, 1973 Edition, p, 6, 
36 
The Livestock Purchased for Resale program was operated on a test 
basis in 1972 on 15 farms. 5 The primary purpose of this program is to 
provide a systematic accounting of the disposition of livestock pur-
chased for resale and to compute the gain or margin on these items for 
tax reporting on a cash basis. 
Data required for this program is the same that is norm.ally re-
ported through the Costfinder system with the exception of the cost of 
purchased livestock which was on hand at the time of first enrollment 
in the Purchased for Resale Program. If the farmer was enrolled in 
this program the previo\ls year, it is not necessary t;o report cost 
data. The actual cost and date of purchase are stored on the Master 
Transaction File. 
Livestock Purchased for Resale Program Printouts 
The Livestock Purchased for Resale frogram consists of four output 
sections, 71 through 74, listed in Table X, Section 71, Transaction 
Journal, prints the input transactions that generate this printout. This 
section also provides the farmer an opportunity to edit the input data 
and facilitates his interpretation of the printed results. Section 72 
and 73 print the sales and purchases, respectively, of items purchased 
for resale. Each purchase transaction is given a unique identification 
number. Each sale transaction processed receives the identification 
number of the purchase line from which the animals were sold. The ID 
5The Livestock Purchased for Resale program was initiated by Ted 
R. Nelson, Extension Economist, Oklahoma.State University, and Larry 
Langemeier, Extension Economist, Kansas State University, Actual pro-
gramming was done by Teresa Weixelman, Manhattan, Kansas. Conversion 
to Oklahoma State University computer and Costfinder system was done 
by Mike Hardin, Research AssistanL 
TABLE X 
THE LIVESTOCK PURCHASED FOR RESALE PROGRAM PRINTOUT 
' . . 
CUMt'UT ERlLED-oK.LA-ST-FAlvl-lNCOMC.-ANil OEI AILED-E'i TE.RPKI St-kECCUlil- srsnN 
SECllDN 11 - TRA.NSACTJON J(.luR.~L F•kN MJM8EM. Dl(Q07200 DA.TE PROCESSED 03/21/73 Pa.GE 
C-L fllC CY AC. TI GD ENT LOT EXT IJEKRlP.TION tHEl;.K ND .... ITS . PRICE PWNDS #. DOLLARS 
• 11 • 11 l 00 12 T~AHSFE.kftEti lh so.oo HUD 5,250.00 l 11 s 11 12 GO lN\IENJORY C.ONS 100.00 t!EAD 20, 000.00 
10 8 11 lZ 00 IIIEANf:D C.AL VE.S 'i!.00 HEAi> .oo 
• bl 1• 00 SELL dJ:tF 50.oo HEAO 30.00 ;,o,ooo.o 15,000.~0 zo bl 14 00 SELL df.EF lt9.0Q tlf:AO 2i .oo 51,450.0 14,920.SO 
. 1) • bl 14 10 OIEO 1.00 Hf:AD soo.o .oo 
• 1 • bl ,. 00 111.C.D 1.00 HEAD 1,000.0 ..oo 3 • •l 1• 00 SELL BEEF zso.oo HEAD JZ .-oo ZSO ,DOD .J ao,000.00 b 10 •• •• 00 ::tELL P lC:.S 10,0G HEAU 2 ,ooo.o 420.00 l> bl St LL GkAl N 10,000.ao 8SL 560, 000.0 12,200,00 
l> 71 14 00 PUKtHASE nEEF so.oo hEAO 33,00 l:J ,OOQ ,J 11,550,00 
. 11 71 14 OD PURC.hASI: 61:t:f .. o.oo HEAD 34.0D 24,000.0 8,160.00 
l< 10 1l l• 00 ?IHU.HA5E BEEF CuSTZ 50.00 M:AO 3.c:.00 'tO,OOO.O 12, 800.CiO 
12: 15 11 ,. 10 .-UKI..HA:)t dEl:f &.IJ~T2 100.00 Ht.AU 36.00 ,.0,000.0 1.4,'tOO.OO 
l 11 ; 1l 14 10 , .. 100.00 HfAO 50,oou. oo 
I 11 • 11 14 00 l ... 50.00 NEAD 20, 000.00 
• 10 7l lo DO PIJKCHASE aeEF llJIJ.00 NEAO ~§. 00 so,ooo.o 17 ,500.0D 12 l 11 lb 00 t'UilCHASI: &EEf CI.Qll 500.00 H':AD 34,00 100,000.0 102.,oor...c,o 
1 7l s 7l lb OD IVN 500.0D HEAO ioo,000.00 
• 10 
,. 
•• 00 au, PIUS 1,000.00 NEAD 10,000.0 10,000.00 5 l ,. •• o, oUY PIC.S 100.00 HEAD 4,000,,0 2, ooo. 00 
• l 11 ~LIRC.H GKAlN 20.000.00 SSL 1,120,000.:, Z't,t,00.00 
C.UMt'UTH 11.ED-CKLA-ST-fA.RM-l NCGME-AND uET AlLED-U,TERPRIS E-RECORLl-SYSr EM 
SECT IOlli 71 - TitAhSACT lu"1 JUU~NAL FAIUI NUl'f.di;~ U:(007200 OA·TE l'RUCCSSED :B/2:!113 PAGE 
aL Hu O'f AC. Tl GO l:NT LOT EXT UESC.R I PT lOfl CHECt1,. NO UNITS 
" 
p;uC.e POUNDS ilOLUli.S 
1 15 9 11 l< 00 ,.HE.> 2.00 HEAD .co 
• ,. • ll lZ 00 l T kANSfEJ\R EU OUT 41.00 HE:AO a ,1u.oo 
• " 
•l ,. 10 SALC Gf- 1:1CEF 99,or HEAD 31.DO lOb, 900.0 33, 759,00 
11 1 ., ,. oc .SELL tiiEtf ... 0.1>0 11FAO 2d .l'\O lt~,409 .:, ll,3U.CO 
1 ,s •l lb 00 SELL dEE:F 2!»0,0C Hl:.AD n. oc ,i:7'>,000.0 DB ,(iOJ.OC' 
• 20 61 lo oc ~ELL ISEEF 100.00 t-EA!l n.~ 1cc,ooo.ll 31,000.00 1 10 .. •• oc iELL PIGS 900.00 HE'AD 181) ,i,oo ., 1ts,noo.co lo ., seu YMAifll 5,llOO.IJO 85L 280,·t}OO. 0 b,750.00 
12 7l ,. lC PURLHASE: dEl:f- 100.oc t-EAD 37 .00 ltC,O'lO,O 1.,., eoc.oc 
' 
u 7l .. 10 PURCHASE ttEEf .a:s.oo HCAU ... oo 67,500.0 Z~tbSO.oo 
11 le 7l ,. 10 PURC.HASE BfEf 110.00 HEAD 35.QD ss,roo.o 19,25,0.00 





TABLE X (Continued) 
SEl.TIU/"4 72 - SA.US OF ITEMS PUR:HASED FOR RESALE fARH NUMBER UK007200 OATE PkOCESSEO 03hC/73PAGE 2 
:>ALES ••••••••SALE TOTAL• ... •••****** PER !..NIT ••PER UNIT GAi ~*** TOTAL SALE GAIN 
1.UTE l D A Tl ENT LOT HE.AU PO..n-.cs lii.JLLARS 
07/.t:5/73 l bl lb oc 2~0.00 275,000.C &ts,000.00 
08/23/H l bl l• 10 '\19.00 108, <jt)Q.I) 33,759.00 
C'i/ ~CJ H 5 bl ,. 00 1cc.oo 100,000.0 31,000 .JI) 
1.1/01/7 3 • bl 
,. 00 4C·.OO -+C,400.0 11,312.00 
')7/10/lj 1 •• •• 00 900.00 ld0,000 .o 45,ryoo.oo 07/18/73 9 o1 5, cco. QC, 2&0,COO.O o,1sa.oo 
TCTAL 'SALES 0,389.00 9d4,30C.O 215,dZl.OO 
::,t.C. Jl(..r,, B - PuRCHASES OF lli:M~ PURCHASED FOK RESALE 
POI.NOS illilU.kS POUNDS 
1,100 352.tl'O 500 
l, 100 341.00 700 
1,001) 310.C!O 500 
1,010 282.60 .. ~ 






















r'Ul<.Ct-.A5c5 .. •••••••t>l.lf<.C..HASE ii.JTAL••••••••• PER tiEAlJ ••••••SALES•**** TuUL HEAD 
CHI: l{.; All EM LCT Ut.llTS POuk0$ OJLLUS POuN,) S )OLU.kS PREY PU CRT PO TOT S.OLD LJEATHS UN t1ANC. 
1.2/Cll 1.t. l 11 le 00 sco. 00 31)C,OOO.O 102 ,"lDO.O.> ooo lO't.Ot' 200 .:!50 500 
12./10172 , 71 
" 
QC 50.0(" 1tO,CCO.O 12,800.IJO dOO 256.CC >O 50 
12/15/1£. J 71 .. 10 l'00.00 40,01)~ .o l't,400.00 .ao 144.CO 1 <9 1'00 
02/15/73 4 7i 14 cc so.oo 35 ,ooo.o 11,550 .co 100 231.00 )0 50 
04/lC/lj 5 71 .. 00 lCC'.00 :,a,OM.O 17,500.00 sco l 75.00 ,o, 100 
06/ 11/ H . 
" 
14 00 40.(11) 2i. ;,,o,o.o d, 160 .o~ .co ZC4.00 40 40 
C7/ lUh 10 71 .. lC H:O.OB 40,COO. '.J l't,800.1}0 •OO 140 .!)!' lOC 
09/U/ H 11 11 l• 10 225.0C• o7, 500.'l 25, 050. 00 300 ll't.00 225 
11/ i"t/H 13 7l lb 00 bCQ. (U) 3bC ,OOO.O !Zb,!JOO.!!O 600 210.00 f>J'.l('I 
11/ lb/ 73 1, 11 •• 10 110.oc ~s.cto.o 19,250.00 5')0 17~.C:J 110 
,J't/10/H 7 ,. .. 00 1,000.')0 30,0QO.O 10,00Ct.OO 30 10.oc 10 900 910 en 
')5/(l/ 1.3 
' 
,. 45 00 1 co. 00 4,000.0 2 ,JOO .OO 40 20.00 100 
O<t-/01/7.; 9 11 LO, 000.C-C 1, llo.oco .. c 24,090.0.0 5b 1.20 1 o,oco ,5,000 15,000 s,oon 
T!:.TAL P,,.h{CHA.Sl:S 22 ,9 7':, .oo .1:,lb5,i00.I) 388, 110 .. (!,Jl 
,S,l.LC' uAll't Tli,jjLE CLKii.tl1T PEiHOO GAll'li PREY PER GA.1111 TOTAL TO DATE GAIN TOTAL TO OATE 
Tl ITEi": HEAD POOOil5 DOLLARS OIJLLA!tS "11111 TS PWNJS DOLLARS SALE DOLLARS PJR. OOLLARS. 
bl SHr "td·,.i) 200, 70C.O 73,15j.lJQ 3<t,426 .so &40.0 3dB, ssa.o 107,581.50 273,991.'30 lbb,,.10.')f' 
b't Sw il\i:: q(l().U b.3,000.0 .>b,CC0.00 320 .. 0~ 910.0 154,700.0 36, 320 .oo 45,4l0.00 9,100.,,,.. 
o7 lari.AU, 5 ,!)')(! .o 75:l.OO zoo. 00 15,000. 0 950.0'l 18 ,95l.'.)0 18,0()0.1)1"1 
h,T"-i. ..,;.[ ·~ b, 38'h0 4l.i,7CC'.O 109,-J05.00 3't,',1't0.50 1&, 150.C 543, zso.c, 1't4,B51.50 338,361. 50 193,SU-.. "t' 
SE:1..T10, 74 - Lht.STUCI\ lhVENTUi<Y TABLE 
CtiT lN11E/l,Tl,icH.u Pu11.C~AS CC. 1111;;:AHf.iJ JRAPii.SfCK IN TKA:.. SFER il UT !)lei) SOLO O~ HAl'<;U 
l~')C 93.9 so.a 41.0 2.0 1rio.o 
l4rJC '10.0 1.0 139.0 so.o-
l'+lC 43:,.0 1.0 99.0 :ns.o 
lCOC' 700.Q 600.0 lf'!n.,n 
... :,'}Q 1,lO'J.O 910.J 19'l.~ 
ClCC 41.0 5Q.IJ 9.0-




number printed in Section 72 indicates which purchase line was used to 
calculate gain per head. 
The last section of the Purchase for Resale Program, Section 74, 
Livestock Inventory Table, appears in Table X. All livestock items, 
whether raised animals, capital livestock, or items purchased for re-
sale are included in this table. For each enterprise, total head in-
ventoried, purc~ased, weaned, transferred in and out, died, sold, and 
remaining on hand are printed. 
Operational.Problems 
In the Costfinder system, internal transfers are used. to transfer 
items or to adjust totals among the different enterprises.within a farm. 
For e~ample, a breeding enterprise should be credited when raised 
animals are internally moved to a fattening enterprise, or an item 
which has been recorded in the overhead enterprise can be subtracted 
from overhead and·added to any other enterprise. In either case, the 
proper total is algebraically increased or decreased by a specified 
amount, However, ·if animals are internally transferred in the Pur-
chased for Resale Program, a new line entry is created. If heifers 
purchased for resale are transferred into a cow-calf enterprise to 
become replacements, the purchase line must be deleted from the pur-
chase table. Logic-changes are designed to allow transfer of animals 
into a purchased for resale enterprise, among two enterprises, or -out 
of a.purchased for resale enterpriseo If "PURCH" is coded in the 
acres column of an internal transfer, the proper adjustments are made 
to the purchase or .sale table. of the program, otherwise, the internal 
transfer transaction effects only the Livestock Inventory Table, Table X. 
40 
Correction Procedures 
While the Farmer's Tax Guide allows identification of items ___ ..... ____ _ 
purchased for resale on a first-in first-out basis, some farmers iden-
tify specific purchase and .sale transactions. For these farmers, the 
correction logic.in the original program does not allow correction of 
a specific transaction unless it.happens to be the first one that 
matches TI and Enterprise code. 
Changes in ,the program logic allow corrections based on the fol-
lowing procedure: when a transaction is read into the purchase table. 
it is assigned a unique identification number. If this identification 
number is included in the correcting entry, a specific input transac-
tion can be corrected or internally transferred by matehing its iden-
tification number. 
If the identification number is not -reported for a correction or 
internal transfer, the first-in first-out correction logic will be 
used. 
Because of the problems encountered in the purchased for resale 
program, a sub.stantial portion of the logic has been rewritten to allow 
internal transfer and correction of a specific sale or purchase line. 
Depreciation Analysis 
Computation of depreciation is probably one of the most complicated 
procedures faced by farmers. Depreciation methods, holdings periods, 
investment credit, capital gain, and remaining basis are just a few of 
the terms that must be understood to report deductable depreciation ex-
penses. Since it is beyond the scope of this study to explain the 
41 
depreciation program in detail, the object of further discussion is 
to explain the procedure for data reporting, to indicate some of the 
depreciation alternatives available to the Costfinder coqperator, and 
to discuss the output information provided by the Costfinder depre-
. . 6 
ciation programo 
When a farmer enrolls in the Costfinder ,program, he must report 
all land, machinery, buildings, and breeding livestock on the Capital 
Asset Depreciation Schedule, Figure 3o The capital asset depreciation 
divider in the Costfinder notebook explains each column of the input 
form. This divider also lists the different depreciation alternatives 
available. Starting depreciation information is reported only once. 
After this data is completed, any other information required such as 
sales, purchases, trades, and losses of capital assets is gleaned from 
the periodic income and expense data. 
As mentioned earlier, all data transactions reported are stored 
on the Master Transaction File. After the third quarter or ninth month 
of input data has been processed, the Master Transaction File is read 
by the Capital Strip program which prints only the sales, trades, losses, 
and new purchases of capital assets. Table XI shows a sample output of 
this program. 
This output is mailed to the farmer in October regardless of the 
number of months of data the farmer has reported. Errors, omissions, 
6The Depreciation program was initiated in 1966 by Ted R. Nelson, 
Extension Ec0nomist and programmed by Oakley Hall, student pregramer. 
Frequent tax law changes require almost yearly modifications. The 
changes have been done by Mike L, Hardin, Research Assistant, and Dan 
Hardin, student programer. 
CAPITAL ASSET DEPRECIATION SCHEDULE 
(Land, Machinery, and Buildings; Breeding and Workstock) 
CODE 
,~ >-!1!131]1] I ~ISi! :\' DESCRIPTION Units 
Date Bought II Orig. Cost 
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SECTION 6, SALES, TRADES, AND LOSSES 
1..0"'N"{ Ctl:11.EU~LA-S T-FAK~- l:'-4Cu"1E-Al\i.J- uf TA I Lt:.0-1:N TE·!(r'Rl St:-RfCOKD-Sr~TEM 
SEC Tll;f.l b SALES, h;;.J.fS A.NO L~SS.ES FJ~ i.972 i-A~M N..JNBCR OC72 1972 DAU J,Ht PitOCE SSE) 0~/i.0/73 PAGE 1 
Cl 
"' 
c;y IIC TI U: EN uS LOI EXT 
. 30 9 •2 50 1 4 00 
. •• 9 •2 50 2 1 00 12 ,, az 50 2 1 00 
• • 62 •• 2 1 00 IC i 62 85 2 1 00 
J 17 3 •• 30 1 c II() I . •• 31 2 0 "° , 18 ., 82 
AS.SET UL *ASS.ET-CODi:• ili:SC.illPT IOli 
PG Lf'.i PL A H G:l EUl.T Of AS~EI 
o 92 70 2100 DAiin ISI.I..L 
b S2 1:10 21S,; DAIRY CO.. 
b li.2 81 21/JC' O"IR'I CU• 
b 92 80 2101) OA [KY CC.. 
b C.b lt:: 20!':!) Pl~l'ii.-VP 
OCSCKIPJlL3N 
PUH. t;fR OIEO 
RESALE HFR DIED 
DAIRY COii SilLDl'.lOl 
DAIRY CC911 SJLU 





YR OY MU YR. 
721672. 
72 "' 1 72 
72 1 2 72 
12 l Iii 72. 
1l 1 3 72 
b c;,c 3't TKAC TOK PURChA SE 
b 9o 51 1"JOO PvRC.~i: c..»talNE 
11. l 1 ;t 72 
72" b ~ 72 
12 n 12 b la 1 MACHUiE LC.A.Iii 
b 9S uR.AUl BIN LOAN 7Z 73 72 
GLD ASSET 
.... . ... 

























































or duplications of sales, trades, and losses can be corrected at this 
time, Also the farmer may provide salvage value, 7 or 20 code, method 
used, and estimated life for the capital assets purchased this year. 
When this completed Section 6 is mailed back to the processing center, 
a preliminary depreciation schedule can be processed, The farmer can 
also report this information on the Capital Asset Depreciation Schedule 
input form and have the same effect;, The object of running a prelim-
inary depreciation schedule is to give the farmer an estimate of his 
depreciation based on data received. This represents one more piece 
of information needed to estimate taxable income for the year. The 
timing of this information allows the farmer to make business decisions 
before the end of the year to maximize net income after taxes. 
When all data for the fiscal year has been processed for a farm, 
the sales, trades, losses, and purchases that have been reported since 
the preliminary depreciation are printed and mailed to the farmer for 
correction. Based on this new information~ decisions can be made con-
cerning final depreciation. 
Table XII is a sample of Section 7 through 9~ Capital Asset 
Depreciation Output, Section 7 provides a list of all capital assets. 
The information reported on the input form, Figure 3, is reprinted, 
In addition, THIS YEARS DEPREC which is the amount of depreciation 
allowed for this fiscal year is also printedo ENDING VALUE is the 
BEGIN VALUE less THIS YEARS DEPREC. The appearance of an "R11 at the 
right of ENDING VALUE indicates the remaining basis of an item leaving 
the depreciation schedule through sale, trade, or losso The last 
column, TAX CREDIT, is the amount of seven percent tax credit attri-
butable to the particular item. 
TABLE XII 
THE CAPITAL ASSET DEPRECIATION PROGRAM PRINTOUT 
coo1r>u;i-Er1. lll:.l)-..::;.¥.L'4- S T-fARM-1-~urlE-AND-Ot: T Al LE D-1:N TERPK 1 SE-Kt:CU!\i.J-SY S TEH 
SEC. llUP\I 1 ASSET 01:P~ELU.fluN FARl'I NUl'IBEK JJ(.IJ07200 B72 DATE PKJCESSEU 03120/73 ?AGE l 
C.Atl!TAL ASSET DEPRCCUTl~ SCHEuULE lt-RUM OLtl TAX L,fPREClATIO/'i SCriEDULE) ERROR CODES EXPLAINED FJLLUNIN& SECTION XIV 
ASSET CL •ASSET-CuDE• OES.LklPT IOft BG 60Ut.iHT SOLO ORiblNAL SALVAGE 7 H ES GI VEN BEGIN THIS YEARS ENDING TAX 
PG Lh Pl. A fl GO EULT Of ASSET UNI rs YR DY MO n. OY PIO Cl.lST VALUE 20 U Lf UEPREC. VALU€ OE PRE: VALUE CREDIT 
l 30 0 96 ll CAK FARHSHARE 72 1 l 71 1900. 00 500.00 l l • 350.00 1550.00 HO.OD 1200.00 l l b '\iS 11 ZQ('IQ 6ARII 12 a 1 1;114 b401'.00 l 25 25C>. 00 4352.1)0 250. 00 40%.00 
l 2 f: 98 61 2000 fEt-t:CfS 72 • l "' 1200.01 bO .o::, • 10 120.00 300.IJO 120.co 180.00 sa.20 A l 3 6 98 31 2000 SILO 72 2 1 ., 4560. 00 3 4 15 304.00 3192.'JO 30'i>.00 2"89 .!>:J 319.20 
l 4 6 ,08 11 GR.UN 6lhS 7 2 12 27 &9 3185 .oo 200.00 3 l 15 199.00 2787.00 199.00 z5aa.oo 
1 lo 0 9c:, 31 ZOM TRACT(M. 72. 25 
·~ • 
l 't3~0.1)0 39).01} . • 50:> .oo 640.00 61tO.r.o:t l 17 C ~7 82 M0111E'"- 72 25 4 b5 LB l 390.00 J0.00 • • 60.00 30.00 3J .CQR l 18 J 96 33 7000 TRACTOil 72 30 3 Gd 17 3 1tOOO .oo 350 .oo 3 1 10 400.00 2500. co 100.00 2'tO'l. C'OR 186.67-
l 20 ti 97 94, FUEL IA*-S 12 10 ••• 820. 00 l 20 'tl .oo 707 .ZS 'tl.00 666. 25 57.40 A l 31 b 96 20 7000 HhJCtC. 72 10 1 71 2'tl8.00 150.0C! 2 2 • 1761-20 t,"37.)l 111't.19 l 40 !J 92 80 2100 OAUt '4' C0111 72 27 2 70 23 ll 1eoo.oo 12,.oc l 5 299.1)0 55.00 244. OOR 
l"' 9 92 ao 21 .... 1 OAU.Y co- 72 29 • 10 . 1 400. 00 125.00 l 5 111.n 27.50 2d9.50J... 
1 li6 c '-'2 ~ CUilY COIIII 1t. 11 =i 1() l 10 :;o'l.O'J 15().0IJ 1 4 5 70.00 232. 00 52.50 l 79.5C'K 
1 •• b 92 11"1 21:i3 OAIK Y :..ALF 12 • l 71 125.00 12; .oo • 1 l.i.5.·10 1.2.s.or. l 50 6 92 B!) 2100 DA.lil.V COIIIIS 'HO 72 l 2 oa o.oo 120,.00 9 4 12~0.n'"l 12:>l .oci 
1 tl t> S2 60 2154 llAl tc.Y LO• 72 't 10 71 500 .oo 150.00 1 5 4&2. no 10.00 412. ('10 Z3. 33 A 
2 l c 96 20 lR...CK 1l l ••• 2000.(10 10'} .o:, • 10 100.00 100.00 l , b 96 32 7000 fRA.(.J011. 72 a ••• 't1')0.00 350. 00 9 • 35(1.1)0 35) .')0 , 3 ti S6 tiO 7000 SaATHER 72 18 2 ., 21a 1.oo 115.25 l • 1011. 66 229. 52 842. l't 152 •. 67 , 4 b 97 41 7000 Pli.ltll 72 • b o5 600.00 5J .oo 9 • SC .:,o 50.00 28.1'.'0 2 5 t, 97 43 70C-O DISC 12 • 6 o5 b50.00 50. 00 9 • 50. 00 so.oo 3C! .33 , 
• C: 91 "'l 7000 GRAIN ~RILL 72 l ... 600 .oo 100.00 9 6 100.00 100. 00 37.33 l 7 0 97 'tC 7000 ROLLER-HAA.ROill 72 l ••• 800. 00 100.00 • 5 100.0'J 10".l.CO 37.33 I. • 6 98 10 ..... 12 l l 70 .UIJ0.00 l 25 12a.oo 2994. 'lO 128.00 28b6.00 2 10 6 9& 61 fcHCES 72 l 1 ., 793.00 85 .o:i • • 118 .oo ua.oo 33.00 1:15.00 37.r,o A 2 11· O 92 60 2100 DAIRY C011S oza 12 • 105 6000.00 1800. 00 • • 1800.00 18:l) .oo 2 12 b 92 dO 210.t DAI RY C.O•S •:no 12 5 l •• 41)00 .oo 1000 .oo • 5 1000. 00 1000. ('Q 2 13 b 92 ao 2100 DAIRY c.o. 12 12 3 71 434 .. 00 15:J.0() l 5 236.86 56.80 ltJO.Ob 
2 ,. 6 92 ao 2100 OAl l{Y COIIII 72 li 3 71 250.00 So. 33 l 4 l't5.l)(I 48.•H 9!, .59 
l .:2 b % 51 7000 COHi.H N£ 72 6 • 72 41121.00 400 .. 00 b l 10 259.i6 3597. 5't 337.'t7 
lO PERC.ENI Fli<ST YcAN, DEPKECIATIO~ U~EN ON A.BGVE AS.SET 964.20 
HlAUE;D ITEN PAGE AhO LlPIIE 0118 REHAlNING dASIS OF 2400.00 HAS SfEN TIU.ilEJ ON f OLLOIIIII NG ASS.ET 
LASH 11001 PAii.i Ut,i FOLL01dM. ASS.ET wAS 1800.00 
l 33 b 9b ~ TRACTOM. PV~CH 72 17 3 72 4200.{'0 351).00 6 l • 327 .19 3512.81 294.M lO PERC.El'tT f-lRST WEAK DtPKECIATl:J~ TAKEN a~ AoOVE ASSET 3oO. 00 
t2 C 92 dO 2159 DA.HU C.0• coo 72 • l 72 4 4 soa.oo LS:l.O'J l 5 500.C'CR 
•3 b 92 84 2100 DAlk.Y CO.. 1i 3 2 72 !,00.00 150 .. 00 1 l 5 10. 00 64 .. 17 't35 .B3 11.66 
.. C: 9~ lit 2100 DAlt4.Y aoLL ,, I • 72 aoo .oo 200.i)O l 1 4 150.00 a1. so 112. 5r, 18.66 






TABLE XII (Continued) 
Sl:i..HU. d DEPRCCIAJlilf'I !Ul.i..::i 
Ass.tr lTEN OKlblW.L 
Ut:SCttla>TlilN CODE COST 
OPE:HTCRS CEAAECU.-Tlt~ TOTALS 
OAIRY &REEOll.:i STOCK 2. 14,909.00 
vet-IC.LES, SP EWUIP • 31,910.00 
MACtilM:RY 7 ... o .. o.oo 
Bll lLO, FENCE, UIID IM e 19,396.00 
CPE.UTCR fGT ALS 7.t,217.!)0 
LANCLORU~ OEPREC-IAJION TUTALS 
LAPiCLIJRC TOTALS 
•th.l1E FARP UCl'tlf:CUt,flO,. TGI Ai..S 
OAlkY SREEUIPtb STOCK 2 1 ... ,11cc;..cc 
lfl;HC.LES, S-P EWUIP 6 Js.910.0C 
"ACHI t.E,B 1 4 ,060.00 

























FAf{fll NuHoEH. Otl..007200 1'172 
OE.:.L-8A;,. SuM-Of-0(. T i\C:.-F ST-YR 
OEPREC UEPREC OEPkEC 
;;? 7.0! 1,.u,.20 
:.;:-:. l,321t.20 
1 ,324 .zo 
:, !7.J;. 1,l2oft.20 
DATE PR.OCESSEU 03/20173 PAGE 3 
lrfl S YEARS THS-YRS-TA.X ENDING 
DEPitEC U.T ION Cll.EOIT VALUE: 
1t85.2Z "l· 98 6 ,1t3B.64 
3 ,"-93.Slt 911.47 l4,'t60.02 
41.00 966.25 
1,040.00 12·, 703.00 
::,,JlC' .• o ... 
~53,45 31t,S67.9l 
485.22 41. 98 6,438. 61t 
3,493.84 911.47 l4,46Q.IJ2 
41.00 966.25 
1,040.01) 12, 7"3.M 
953.t,5 34,567.91 
itEt'Uft TCU :JhPOSAL Uf ASSET HAS NUT BEEh Rl:COGNllt:O 3300720:J081"962502101)00RESJJ.E HFR. ill ED oooooocoooo100-10000000000000000000 0225,:,-, 
SEC TICt. 9 GAINS At.i: LUSSE5 fi\Ofl SALES Afoi.0 TRADES FAKM NIJH8ER 0K007.l00 1972 DUE PRuCE~SEll OJ/20/73 PAGE 3 
A~SET .15.~ET-COOE UtSCdPTICilf NUM BWGHT SJl.O SALE iJil. lUlNA:.. TJT oe-?u:; AOJUSlEO ORDINARY CAPITAL *USECT[ON 12t.5•• 
P.:0 Lh ATlt.0 ElL f OF ASSET Hi.I DY MO 1'A. .>Y MO PRICE COS.T IA.KEN BASIS ii.I.IN GAlflt D.tO ... GAlN CAP.GAIN 
1 lb 0'8631 2000 TU.C.TUK 2, .... . l 700.1)0 4390. 00 3750.00 b40. 00 60. Qt) 
1 17 98782 flu-ER 2, ~ 05 111 2 n.oo )90.00 36, .:>) 30.00 40 .oo 
l 18 ~8631 TOOQ Tk.Ac.tuii. JO 3 611 17 3 4001. 00 l b00.00 2400.0:) 
1 .. c Ce2EC ZlOO OAl~'t Uh1 27 2 70 2J 12 2illl.OO 4i,o.oo LSb.('10 21t4. 00 36. 00-
1 't7 '18.ilC 2147 DAlitY Cil• 29 6 .7!:I .. 1 69.00 I ... oo.oo ll:l .so 289. 50 200.50-
1 .. a iJaZM- OAIRY CO. 11 5 10 l 10 200.00 5CO.OIJ 320. 50 179.50 2,.s:, 
1 bl Cl:2iC 2159 OAlitY CU• 000 • l 72 .. • 164'.l~ 500.')0 500.00 336.00-
TOUL-C.AUi isR31tE~ Dillffl 1·-HO l PARTS AS UN SCt1!:i)ULE D •~u TOTAL LOSS 23C,.00- 236.~0- 20.so 
TA.< CREOlT ru BE REC..APTU~EO IS Hilb.bl 
ExPLAhATION uF Ekti.Ok CODES 
A ,. y.,... Ciii.EillT 4.U •. U,U,tll.E au, liAS kOJ SPl:CIFIED IN 1 UK 20 1 (.iJOi:. 
8 "" IJEC.U,MIWG YEAR I~ BL.AM Ufi. liR.EA.TER TH.A" 1972 
C.,,. C.OOE: IS INCtlMPLETE FUi< '-U.SSIFICATIO~ Cf ASSEl 
I a IJi.SuaANCE ADJUSfNi:hJ • i<EOUC.E LINE 3d ON C.A;)H-fLU•S AC.C..Ui\iHNG.lY F.Ji< TA.A PURPOSES. 
L"" LIFE SPEClflED 15 H•CuNSISTAttT lfllit • 1 OK .lO ' C.IJDC. 
fl"" ttOilE UNITS CAllt:0 CW SALE ENJlllES frl.\N liERE PR.ESHH .Jr- lHIS U£P~ECIATIO~ Lli'tE 
,. :s TA" CREOIT frtiJT ALLO.Aet..E 8EC.WSE IH.N WAS PIJilC.HASEL) bfFUKE 1962 OR ~ETWEENi APRIL Ui, l9b9 ANO APRIL l, 1971 
R ""RENAININb ~ASIS Of ITEM SOLO, TRADED. GR LUST . 
T • 20 PE.RC.ENT FIRST YEAR OEt>RECU.JlOr. 111,\S tlEPORTEil 
U z JltlOGILUI DOES NUT HANDLE SPUT Of CAPlTAL. AhD OH.il.lNAR't GUiit J'.'t LIVESTJCK SJi.O USIN:;. SUM-OF-'tl:ARS-OIGUS ilEPREC.UTION 




Farmers can choose the order in which the assets appear, They can 
be sorted to ascending order according to the four-digit TIGD code or 
sorted to appear in ascending order according to the page and line num-
ber. An asset receives a unique identification from either the capital 
asset input form or from the information returned on the Section 6, 
Sales, Trades, and Losses. 
Section 8, Depreciation Totals, lis.ts summary totals for all items 
in Section 7 which have the same ITEM CODE. 7 Some of the ITEM CODES 
include beef, dairy, sheep, and swine breeding stock, vehicles, mach-
inery, and buildings, 
Gains and Losses from Sales and Trades, Section 9, summerizes the 
items which should be reported on Schedule D (Form 1120), Figure 4. An 
explanation of the error codes that appear after the tax credit amount 
in Section 7, is in Table XII. 
Programming changes in this chijpter were given top priority" The 
value of these changes are difficult to measure until the new versions 
have been used~ If these tnodifications and new programs improve the 
organization, read~bility, and understanding of the output generated, 
one objective has been meto In this case, the logic of the programs 
would not have been disturbed if the changes were not considered to be 
a substantial improvement. · 
The capital asset depreciation program is designed to provide all 
necessary tax and management infortn,ation cl.bout currently held, purchased, 
sold, and traded capital and raised assets, Programming changes in the 
7ITEM CODE is the second digit in Costfinder code. 
SCHEDULED 
(Form 1120) 
DtptrbnMlt of tht TrllllUY 
lnt1rn1I Rnenu, t1rvic1 
Capital Gains and Losses 
For the calendu year 1972, or other taxabl• YHr beslnnlns 
.......... , 1972, and endlns .... . ........ , 19 ...... .. 
N111111 Employer Identification Number James A, and Jane W. Brown 
~~==-S_hort-term Capital Gains and _Losses-Assets He!,d __ 6_M_o~n_th_s_o_r...,.L_es_s ___ -,-____ _ 
b. Datt 1cqulrtd (mo., day, yr.) c. D1t1 sold (mo., d1y, yr.) d. Gron saln price 1. COit or othtr bl1i1 1nd 11pen11 of ult f, Gol• or (lflll (dl1111) 
1 ...... Bad. Debt ........................ J0/&/67.. ......... W.Q;i;J;bl~flfl .................................. $..50 ................ .C.$..5QL ... . 
4?.. .. ~lH!.l-'..§.!l:::tl,.I, ... QQr.P. .. S.tQ~ , .. l2Ll.Lll ........... .3J:5J.72. •..... ............ $.3.aU: •....••••••• .$.4.3.0 .••.••....•.•.... ($:5.0.l ...... . 
~---_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_~----~-.-_-_-_-_-~----~~~--~~~~~~~~.-.-.-_-_-_-_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._.·_::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·I-_-_-_-_-_-_._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._._ :::::::: - : ---------------
2 Unused capital loss carryover (attach computation) • • • • • • • • . • 
3 Net short.term capital gain or (loss) • . • . • • . . • • • • • • • ($100) 
l@IIMI Long-term Capital Gains and Losses Assets Held More Than 6 Months 
4 Enter Section 1231 gain from line 4(a)(l), Form 4797 • . . . . • . • • . ...........•...........• 
!!.4.9 ... S.lJ..<lr.e.~.:-.ll.,.T., ... C.o.r.p .. .S.t. ....... 19.6.U ........ ..... 1JlJ12. ...... ......... .$1.,.0.0.0 ............. $2.5.5. ............... .SZA.5 ....... . 
·············································································································································[-------
•:ffi•jj• Summary o Schedule D Gains and Losses 
7 Enter excess of net short-term capital aaln (line 3) over net Iona-term capital 1011 (line 6) 
8 Enter excess of net Iona-term capltel aaln (line 6) over net short-term capital 1011 (line 3) 
!I Total of lines 7 and 8. Enter here and on Form 1120, pa e 1, llne 9(a) • • • • , • • 
: 1·························· 
terna 1ve ax omputa ion ee ns rue ions 
10 Taxable Income (line 1, Schedule J, paae 3, Form 1120) • • , , : 
11 Excess of net Ions-term capital aaln over net short·term capital 1011 (line 8) 
12 Line 10 less llne 11 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
13 Surtax exemption-Enter line 12 or $25,000, whichever Is lesser. (Component members of a controlled 
group-enter your surtax exemption or line 12, whichever Is lesser) 
14 Line 12 less line 13 
15 22% of line 12 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
16 26% of line 14 • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • 
17 If multiple surtax exemption Is elected under section 1562, enter 6% of line 13 
18 Total of lines 15, 16, and 17 • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • 
19 Enter amount from line 11 • • • • • • . • • • . . • • . • 
...... ,-------
I : ... : .... ~--~---~---:. 
t=== 
...... , ______ _ 
20 Enter long-term gain from certain binding contracts and installment sales (referred to as "subsection 
(d) gains"-see Instructions) • • • • • . . 
21 Line 19 less line 20 (if less than zero, enter zero) 
22 25% of the lesser of line 19 or line 20 
23 30% of line 21 • • • • • • • • • • • 
24 Total of lines 22 and 23 • • . • • • • • 
25 Alternative tax-total of lines 18 and 24. If applicable, enter here and on line 5, Schedule J, Form 1120, 
and write "ALT." in the margin to the right of the entry • • . • . . . • . • . 
Figure 4. Capital Gains and Losses, Schedule D (Form 1120) 
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cash flow summary allow simpler transfer of non-farm as well as farm 
expenses to the tax fqrms. The livestock purchased for resale program 
allows cost accounting of items to be resold. Also the inventory table 
allows a numbers check on all livestock, 
If these types of modifications improve the farmer's ability to 
make management decisions which maximize after tax income, the objec-
tives of this chapter will be accomplished. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE YEAR-END ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
Income and expense transactions are only part of the input data 
required to obtain complete financial information. Other necessary 
data include inventories, accounts payable and receivable, and de-
preciationo · This chapter will elaborate on these data sources and 
the importance of their accuracy, 
The reorganization of the year-end analysis program is designed 
to: (1) reduce the duplication of results, (2) improve readability 
of the output by reducing the amount of information on each page, 
(3) restructure the output so that .al.l whole-farm analysis factors 
are printed together and all analysis factors applyip.g to an individ-
ual enterprise will be prip.ted on one or two consecutive pages, 
Included in financi.al and production analysis is the comparison 
of farms on a state, geographical and area, or type of farm basis, 
Comparisons, whole~farm and enterprise, formats, and new output·sec-
tions will be discussed in this chapter. 
Input Data 
The data required by the year-end analysis program comes directly 
or indirectly from the balance brought forward and master transaction 
files which are created by the periodic report. programo. 
The master transaction file is an exact copy of each eighty 
character .card plus ten characters for the date processed. Each data. 
item reported is st.ored on to..is file, At; .the end of the farmer's 
fiscal year, auxiliary programs read this master file .to generate 
card input of only those data items needed for the analysis program. 
Seven types of data records are kept on the balance brought 
forward file; however, only. t;hree are used as input. to the year-end 
analysis program. The first recordi farm header, provides a unique 
identification number and the accounting basis, cash or accrual"· The 
second record contains cash flow totals for each type of transaction 
for the total farm. The third data record contains income and ex-
pense totals for each individual enterprise. Both whole-farm and 
enterprise TI totals include the number of units, such as bushels, 
head or to.ns, and the total number of pounds and dollars. 
Machinery~ Labor Data 
51 
The allocation of machinery and labor costs to a specific enter-
prise is a necessary part of the financial enterprise analysis. Ac-
cording to the Machinery and Labor Input Form, Figure 5; the Costfinder 
system requires the reporting of the job performed, the tractor used, 
the size of the l:nachine used, the acres covered, the man hours, the 
machine hours, and the gallons and type of fuel used. 
Depreciation~ Data 
While the depreciation program is computing and printing the 
report of capital asset depreciation, it also computes and punches 
cards containing data for the y~ar-end analysis program. One card 
MACHINERY & LABOR USE REPORT 
iv Tractor Machine 
-= Job Performed 
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is punched for each type of asset for each enterprise. All deprecia-
tion for this program is taken by declining balance method from the 
year purchased unless the item had been depreciated out or. cost data 
was unavailabJ,.e. , Machinery is deprec.iated at. twenty percent while 
buildings are depreciated at ten percent. Analysis depreciation data 
does not incl,ude depreciation on·livestock or land aince these items 
are it).ventoried at .the beginning of each year. 
Nc;m-C~sh Transactions 
Accounts payable and receivable are stored on the balance brought 
forward file. The Costfinder program, 11Balance Due Consolidation," 
uses·the balance brought forward file as input to provide an automatic 
card input of accounts payable and receivable for the analysis pro-
1 gram. Each accou,rtt,is listed on paper and mailed to the farmer as 
soon as the last·data for his fisca_l·year has been proc.essed. The 
farmer. can correct; possible errors in this listing and return it·. to 
the processing center. This·completes the reporting of charged busi-
ness and loans for the year-end analysis progr1;1.m. 
Inventory .. and Other ~ 
Other data necessary for analysis includes inventory, births, 
crop reports'and casualty losses •. All of these items should have been 
reported with the monthly income and expenses at some time during the . 
year. These and all other transactions are stored on the master 
1The balance due. consolidation program was developed in 1966 by 
Ted R. Nelson, Extension Economist and programmed by Oakley Hall, 
student .programer. 
transaction file which is used as input to the Costfinder program, 
Analysis Strip. Analysis Strip provides card input of opening and 
closing inventory, births of livestock, reports of crop production, 
and casualty losseso Also a paper listing of these transactions is 
mailed to the farmer for corrections, additions, or deletions. When 
these procedures have been completed, the year-end analysis is ready 
to be processed. If adjustments are required, the internal transfer 
entry can be used to allocate expenses among enterprises or transfer 
an incorrect overhead expense to the proper enterprise. Card entries 
of this nature can be placed directly into the analysis program and 
need not be processed by the monthly report program. It is possible 
that the year-end analysis program will be run more than once. Since 
most input data is in card form, changes can be made easily. 
Explanation of Output Sections That Do Not Change 
A good understanding of the data sources and their effect on the 
year-end analysis is important to make use of information generated 
by this program. 2 The following will explain the whole farm sections 
of analysis. 
Section 10, Table XIII, Analysis Transaction Journal lists all 
data that has been used to generate the analysis output. Division A 
lists the data taken from the Balance brought forward file. It in-
eludes the cash flow totals for the entire year for each TI category. 
54 
The next division B, Data Taken From Input cards, lists the data cards 
2The year-end analysis program was initiated in 1966 by Ted R. 
Nelson, Extension Economist. Original progrannning was done by Oakley 
Hall, student programer. Revisions and modifications since. that time 
were completed by Mike L. Hardin, Research Assistant. 
TABLE XIII 
THE YEAR-END ANALYSIS PROGRAM PRINTOUT 
CUNPU,T E~li..fU-OK.LA-S T-FARN-1,~COME-Al'.U-Ot: TA ll EO-P.I JEl{PI< I Sl:-RECO~J- S'IS TE M 
!)f(.TlUI'; lC ANALYSIS nt1".N.5ALT1CA. JUukkAL 
CASr r Ax PAYER Flt UTL p(.=. HI AUTO PC"' 
f.ARM NUMbE:.R f'KU177 1972 DATA t>kOCE.SSELi 03/20/H PAGE l 
Ui'til. LA.b U,li?U Mac FAML LAB UNPD Mz HIRE(; PO LAS 14= ~.O TOT ACRESa 550.0 
OL MO U'r AC Tl &O E~ US WT EXT OESC.RIPT lllfi CHEU NO UlrlJTS Q • PRlCE POUNDS DOLLARS 
CIVlSIGN A OATA TAKEN FROl'I STOkAGE: TAPE 
02 Pklt.ClPAL J\ECCIVEO 25 ,365 .,s 
Ob PRlhClPAL PAIO OUT 24,4-41. 68 
11 SECF 21.00 14 ,1t2z.o 5,839 .. 62 
15 UTttEi\ Ll'wESTOCJI. 2.00 895.00 
19 CASH CROPS 15, 643.0 1, 965. 62 
,s PATRUNAGC ilEFUNDS 18. 75 
30 AGRI • PROGKAM ~AYMCNTS 1,441.!'.19 
31 TAX RH-Uf\DS 15.18 
., LAtiOK 2, 34 7 .03 
,2 REPAIRS 15.00 393. 53 
.. U,JEREST 3,4Dl.54 
•• ~EfD 4 ,300. 0 160.2!"> 45 SEEGS ANG PL.lhTS 3, 971.0 1,227. 57 
.. FEK Tlll.£ER-Uf'E-CHE"4 lb. 75 89,244.0 3,111.n 
.. 1 !0,C.HlNE: .. IM.E 658. 00 3 ,160.26 
•• SlsPPLIES 120 .oo 50.1) 763. 97 -so 14lSCElLANEiJUS C XPE,i'Sc 11.c,0 1, l43.o7 
51 VET :KifliiARY-M l;UlCINE ... 00 271).44 
>2 GAS-fUEL-GIL 1,0'+0.90 232. 3~ 
54 TAXES 543. l.:; 
,5 INSuiU,J\iCE 235.o4 
so unu TIES(:.:LEC,PHUNEJ 2Y.I.H 
57 FARM REN.T 330.b4 
,. FRi: lUHT-TRIJC.KIIIIG ~85 .oo 258.9b 
59 co~~ERll'ATIUI\I EXPt:I\ISf:: 1, 5'78.00 
•l BEEF 45.00 31, 769.l'l 13,018.&2 
71 bEH 45.00 21,250.0 .E,, 762. 73 
., BEEF t3REEDhtG STOC11. 13.00 13,064.0 3, 48t...b9 
•5 uTt1E~ Ll\l'ESHh.!C. 3.t'.Jt) l ,810.00 
91 :iEEF ISREEDHIG STCCK 2.0IJ 1, 200.0 850. oc 
., MALHH>,ER Y - t: ... u1 PKE.NT 1:15'J.')0 
20 .tEhTAL lhCG14E 330. o4 
01V 1:>JQ;,; d .JATA T.l.k.Eh H(UM INPUT CU.fJS 
CL ,c GV ,C Tl bD 1:~ US WT HT OESCJ\IPTJOI\I CHECK NiJ Uh:I TS 
" 
PFd(.f. POJ~OS DOLLAkS 
1< l 02 I_ LuAfi. 000')0 25,581.45 ,. 1 02 •• , LArtO LLAN 000(10 17,851) .oo 
" 
1 Ob l .1:-AJITY RES OOOIJO 1,lo7 .')0 
" 
l ,. 1 PCA :;JOC.K 0'.)()(!0 l,965.0G 
72 l C6 2 SiK 1:--. fld O:.:C'lC l,O!JO .OO 
7< 1 Ob 22 nuGK CllEOl ')"J0:)0 ft.99 ,, l Ob z; L CGOP 67 'l'lOOO 8. CEI 
1l 1 06 l4 Alk.Sh STOC oocoo 12,J .OC! 
u l Ob l7 l:S"' cK av c 0001)0 35. 75 
12 ·l Ob 27 :iT"'- & CA:>H 00000 5t. bO 
" 
l 06 • 
., b8 C.Ail Ct1,E 00000 7.95 
72 1 H 93 Ol/01/72 01)000 Slil.bl 
72 1 •• 5 01/01/72 000~0 ti, 0 .. 0.0 194. 9'i-1l 1 
·~ 
,. !H/01/72 00000 40.J .12 
12 1 57 26 Oll''H/72 000"0 HO." 
72 s 10 (.a.SH U. HAND l, 141.06 
" 
> 11 l 1 00 CAL \'ES 7.1)0 HD no.o 21;10.00 ,, 5 ll . l 3 00 ~H.P STRS u,.oc Hu ,3d 7,500. 0 2,850.(10 
12 5 11 , l 3 
"" 
STKF<. HFRS 2,.00 hD .:J4 10,92!J.(I :s, 714. 50 




Sh .. TIUt~ lC ANAl Y Sl S fMhSA{, Tl CII. JC:UK:-iAL 
OL "L i:,Y At;; fl b;:;· tl'II u::, lJr Ex.J UE!ICtt. lPTlllfv: 12 5 17 1 0 00 111-6-10'E GR111NG 
1.i. 
' 
11 • 1 c 04 wit.AT IIRCwV 12 5 ld 1 . 1 00 ALF GR.illG 




co P-hOT ALLOT 
72 5 91 5 1 l 00 i,C.StJ HFR.S-70 
7l 5 91 1 1 1 00 li:Eli A"IG BOU. ,, 5 91 8 I 1 cc CtifliS 
7l 5 95 4 , 4 00 kfb !,1Tll MA!tES 
72 5 97 II l l QC HAY i(A(KS 
12 5 98 LANOJ_t..; MATS 
12 5 99 T 1'1Bf"- MOt.lT 80 




>9 1 3 00 MILLER .25 
72 5 99 l 3 00 SCH L IHGHfS 
12 
' " 
1 c 04 #'li:Al LD t,Q 
12. 5 99 • 1 00 AU-ALFA i2 
' 
99 • 5 02 ~f:AMJT5 12 ; 99 9 5 04 P-"1ufS-80 
72 5 09 SCHOOL LAN.J 
" 
1 02 1 LUA.h 
73 l CZ 1 luAh 
n l 0, 1 LOAN 
l3 l n l LCAh 
73 I n l LO.At,; 
l3 I 02 1 t.Ua.J. 
73 l 02 1 LOAII 
13 l 02 1 LSF 
1, I !'12 l LO Ah 
IJ l 02 1 LOA.Ill f. URA 
B 1 02 I LOAN 
73 l 02 1 LU~ 
73 I 02 l LCAh 
7, I 02 1 Lil4.t. 
B 1 'l2 1 LCAN 
1, l o, 4 l l.JAN 
13 l 02 
'" 
, LM.0 LOAJ.1 
B 1 Oo l PCA STOCK 
73 l J6 l ~IK t. boiilY ,, l O• l B ~TUtA ,, 1 Oo I E.i.Jl TY RES 
1, 1 o• I EQ STOCK , , I Ob 1 STK 4 f\t 
13 I 06 1 EG RESERVE 
" 
1 00 I 6 STXK 
l3 l Ob 2 ST!\. Ill ft..B 
l3 1 06 Z2 GOOK CREDI 
7, l Ob 2:;, L COUP bl 
,, l Ob ,, CAr- £..tl:EUIT 
13 l 06 24 A Ji\.Sk STOC 
13 
" 
O• 27 bK CR d'r C 
l3 I Do Z1 STK i. CASH 
l3 I 06 4 2.i. b8 CAP CRE 
13 I 41 q;; Ol/Cl/73 
73 1 .. Cb Ol/Cl/13 
13 1 H ., 01/~11'13 
H 5 lC CA.Sh Ott tfA'•W 
13 > 11 1 l oc l.AL Of.I LCW.::. 
XIII (Continued) 
fAKM N1.H413£R '.' ... 1')7? 1972 OATA P,WCE5.SEO 03/20/73 
CHEC,r. NG Ut-..ITS 
" 
Pr<lc.E POUl'iDS DOLLARS 
175. co AC. 10.01 l ,7!>0.00 
!i.OO ACR lC .oo tJ0.00 
25.00 ACR - JQ.,00 750.DO 
600 .oo OLS 1.00 48,000. 0 eoo. oo 
1.10 ACR 110.00 
9.CO HO 100 .oa 6,300.0 1,44"0.00 
1.00 HO 1,600. 0 515. 00 
40.CO HD 16".J .oo 3&,000.0 6,400.00 
z.oo HO z ,zoo.a l ,~00 .oo 
5./JO 200. 00 
41-0.00 lb0.00 
20.00 ACR 1,250.()0 
l!>C.00 ACR 25,ooo.oo 
152.00 ACR 19,000.00 
4,000.00 
s.oo ACR 1, 600.00 
25.00 ACH 3, 750.00 
a.oo ACK 1,000.00 
27 .oo ACR 5,40-0.0(l 
lbG.00 ACX a,000.00 
00/J!}Q 2,475.7d 
00000 2,000.00 
ocooo 1 ,50{) .oo 
00000 205.1:l't 
00000 2 ,ooo .oo 
00000 2,171.79 
00000 116.00 
00000 19 .29 
00')00 53 b. OD 








00000 l ,9t:J5.0G 
10000 Jo.DO 
0000(! 50 •. ')Q 







00000 3 .oa 
:Jl)l)O{\ 10.01 
00000 120.00 
oocoo 35 .75 
OC:JOO 52.tiO 
00000 7 .95 
00000 155 .07 
1)0000 15.00 480. 20 
00000 330.t>'t 
5~1.0::> 





~CC.llet, 10 MiAt.15 l.S Tte.At~s~r lufll JIJUH.i'4AL 
SL MO Ur AC Tl uJ· l::N us LOT en OE:.C.klPT 10,. 
B 5 11 l l 3 00 STGCKER :i,u,5 
73 5 ll 5 l 3 00 S TUCKEkS Hf-ilS 
73 5 15 4 ; • 00 Gf.LOlflG ,. 5 17 1 0 10 SN GR GRU• 
73 5 17 1 0 20 SH c.R. GROW 
13 5 17 1 c 30 Sii GR GRC:11 
73 5 17 • 1 c 40 NHT GRUlllfi&. H 5 18 l • l 00 ALF HAY Ctt tt..UU 13 5 18 l 8 l 40 ALf GKO,dP«i 
73 5 •o •. 5 00 P-1-UT ,ALLOT 
13 5 •1 > l l 00 HrK~ RSD 
13 5 91 1 l l 00 blJLLS 
73 5 •l 8 l l 00 ,.,... 
H 5 ., 11 l l 00 ttAY RAC.KS 
13 5 98 LAhUI NG MA rs 
73 5 99 T i,flBEk MONT 
]3 .5 99 l l 00 SAkO hlLL 
13 > •• l l 20 MILLER C01tS 73 5 99 l ; ,o MILLER UttS 
7J 5 99 l 3 00 :iCHUlil LAh&J ,. 5 •9 1 0 40 111Nl LANiJ 
" 
5 09 . l oc Alf LAM) 
13 5 •• 9 5 20 P-NUT LAMI H > 99 9 5 40· P-til.iT UNO 
7J 5 99 LL LtiAU 
12 31 . 18 C.ORK FURAbE I h OH 
l 1• 1 11 l l 00 66CALVEO 
2 1• 1 11 l l 00 1 ~ALVED 
H 1 11 l l 00 4 bAil ' 4 CAL\IE 
• 1 11 l l co 74-18-40-.\3-ft 14 1 11 l l 00 bl 7-35-1-011 
14 1 11 l l 00 -'tb-11-72-5-8 
• ll 1 11 l 1 00 •9-a 1-Z-•5-"t-2 2• 7 11 i l CD 91-b C.ALVEJ 
l> 1 ll l l DC D'r-DB LALV':0 
,c 
' 
11 l l 00 .. a C.ALw'ED 
,i: 1 11 l l 00 off-9-13-3 CALV 
2 1 11 l ~ 00 fot.L"" tlFil CLV 
c • 1 11 l l 00 dL 9 1..,IL'tl'ED . 
" 
1 11 l l 00 O C.ALVEiJ 
0 20 1 11 l l 00 15 trFR C.M.VEiJ 
• 21 1 11 l l 00 REG 6 CLVS 11 3 1 11 l l 00 ·U C.ALVED 
u 15 1 11 l l 00 l{E(. 9-t.O CALV 
1, lb 1 11 l l l cc 6t, C.£.h11 CALVED 
11 ,, • ll l l 00 •c4!1,;EU CAL1'ES 12 Jl • 11 l l 00 l 4.Ui> PA l<.E Tu CAL 
. 21 • 17 • 1 c OD rtARvt:ST -1EAT 
" 
3i • 18 l l ?O HAolV di:RH 12 H • 18 l l 00 H.\ilV BERM l< 31 ··a 
'" 
• •A5TE £.. ROS 12 •l • 18 • 40 •ASTE £.. kllS 
• • 8 18 l • l 00 HA-.,VEST HAY 7 .. • ld ll 8 l 00 rtAft..VEST HAV 
• JO 8 18 • I 0 OD ttAkV SM Gfi PAST 
• ,o • 
,. 
• 1 . 00 ttAR'W SI' GR l< • • 19 5 • 
, 00 r1Ar\ V PEA..,,UTS 
• 21 • ll . l 00 d 1S CALF L.ICO 
XIII (Continued) 
FAk,. hu1'4t>EK · k ';U:' 1972 OATA PROCESS.ED 03/20/7., 
L.t1E~ NJ l.J~ITS 
" 
Pk l:c POU"'OS DOLLARS 
2!) .oo ND 9, 400.0 1t,escs.oo 
lH.00 HO 7 ,5&0. 0 3 ,477 .e.o 
1.00 HD • 1,000.0 250.00 
99.00 ACR 10.00 990.00 
4-7.00 ACR 10.00 470.00 
o\9.00 ACR 10 .oo 490.00 
e.oo ACR 10.00 eo.oo 
3la .oo dLS l9,080.0 ll d.OO 
25 .oo ACR 20 .oo soo.oo 
110.00 
11.00 HD 100.00 11,900. 0 2,120.00 
2.00 HD z, eoo.o 875.00 
3o.Oo ND l&0.00 32,400.0 5 ,7&1).0Q 
s.oo 200.00 
40.00 loD.00 
20.00 AG• l ,2!>1).00 
u:1.00 ACR 25 ,000.00 
50.1'.!0 ACR 134 .21 6,710.58 
102.00 •t• u+.21 1J,6B9.t+2 
4, 500. 00 
a.cm ACR 1,600.00 
25.00 ACR 3,750.00 
e .oo ACR 1, 600.0~ 
27.00 ACR 5,400.:)0 
laJ .oo ACR 81000.(10 
3,C'IB0.10 
1.00 HD 60.0 .,o 
1.00 HD 60.0 .DD 
2..00 HD 120.0 .oo 
s.,o HO 300.0 .,c 
tt.00 HD 24(1.Q .OD 




2:.00 HD 120.c .OD 
2.00 HD 12:0.n .oo 
l .C4l ND 60. 0 .oo 
~.oo HO Z4C·.O .oo 
1.00 HD 6().0 .co 
1.00 HD 60 .• n .oo 
1.i,o HD 60.0. .oo 
1.00 HO 60.0 .oo 
1.01') HO 6e-.o .oo 
1.00 HD 60.0 .oo 
z.?O ND 120.0 .DO 
1.00 HD 70.0 .Of) 
Jb.00 HD 15,Z:JI).!) 6,3b't.GO 
.c,a 1,216.00 





:J:JZ50 585 .oo BLS 35, 10(1.0 sa~.oo 
0012.0 73.00 BLS 4,3t1C.O n.oo 
01 JIJO l 7.!i3 3,oao.10 
OO'lSO .oo 
~0350 11,U!').0 l19b5e62 
1.00 
"° 





5ECT1Lfl. 10 ~AL1::.IS TRAfitSAp 10.'<I Ji.sUK"\iAL 
UL MC Of AC Tl \i;J· Ch U)i. v.,r EK.T t.iES(.11. lPT ION 
5 • 9 11 1 l 00 4!.-5 C.Alf rJl EU 
• 1> 9 11 l l 00 o4 CALF DlED 
• 
, 
• 11 l l 00 KFRS CALF DIED 
• 20 • 11 l 1 00 lS C:.ALF OIE:O 9 1 9 •1 8 l l DO bl1 COii OIED 
12 31 • 
., l l OD T1U,hS Fk OH 
12 31 • 42 l 3 00 TRAhS flt OH ,, J1 • 42 d l 00 TRANS fK Ori I< 31 • '2 9 5 00 TRANS fR OH 12 31 • .. l 1 00 TRANS FR JH 12 
" 
• .. 1 • 00 TitAhS fR. Oh ,, J1 • •• 1 0 00 Tel.,U,S rR Oli 
" 
31 • .. 8 l OD TRANS fR Ott 12 ,1 • •• 9 5 DO ft(.lt.NS Ht OH 
" 
3l . 50 l l 00 TRAhS FR OH 
1' ;i . so l" 3 DO TRANS FR UH 
12 ,, . ,o 7 0 00 TkANS Fil. OH 
l.2: 
" 
• 51"l • l 00 TKAfrcS fR OH 12 ,1 • so • 5 00 TKANS FR OH 12 31 . 54 7 0 00 TRANS FR Ott 
12 3l • .. • l 00 TR.ANS f-h OH l< ,1 • 
,. 
• " 
00 TAANS fR DH 
" 
jl • :>S 1 0 00 TRANS fk Ut, 
.l."- >l . 
" 
. l 00 TR.U.S fol OH 
12 31 • ;, 9 > 00 TA.A,.S fR 01-f 
l< lf . 4t •• 7 0 00 Tl\AhS FR Ot1 12 31 . 5o • I 00 Jfi;.ANS Fk OH 12 
" 
• •• • • 00 TRANS FR OH 
UlvlSllllll C DETAIL Of- MAl.Hll'tERY ANO LAdO"- USE R.CPJ,H 
OL HU ilY AC Tl ~D E:-H u::.E. L.:.T w"' JUD PE:.RFOH.KEO 
l H 7 zo 00 HLDG PEN--fE:NCE 
l ,1 7 zo 00 l l 00 C.ll , fEE"D CO•S 
l 
" 
1 ,c 00 1 3 00 ~K t. FEEU Sh,f6 
2 ,. 7 ll) 00 l l 00 C~ & FEED CONS 
2e 1 ,o 00 l J 00 · C.K &. H:t:D iTKKS 
11 1 •• 24 l J 00 SPilD FERT 11 1 .. 2• • l 00 S?k~ FER T 11 1 90 2• l l 00 SPRi) FE,U 
11 1 •• 
,. 7 c 00 :iPRu ~ERT 
11 1 ., 3• PI CK.UP i:ulJSH 
>l 7 91 43 lil SC bie.US ri LO 
31 1 ., 34 P1C.I\ VP t,AUSH 
ll 1 20 00 l l 00 CK CATTLE 
H 1 zc on l 3 00 UI, C.ATTLE 
Od 7 ,, 43 • • 00 CJI Sl. 
"'" 
7 .. 00 7 0 00 thJILO FEhCI:: 
• l• 7 .. 00 7 0 
"" 
GUILD FENCE 
21 7 97 43 • 7 00 U"I SC SUOAh LI, 21 7 91 Sl • 1 00 i>R ILL ~UUAN 
• 28 • 91 oO l J 00 SPU FE&T 
•o 1 20 00 l • 00 CrtK CATTLE 30 1 ,o M l l 00 CtiK CATTLE 
21 1 2C 00 l l 00 CHk LATTLE 
" 
7 20 00 l 3 00 ChK C.lo.Ttlt: 
30 1 ,o 00 l 1 .,., C.NE.(.K C.Ufli: 
30 1 ,o 00 l 3 oc CHECK C.C11S 
2J 7 lO 00 I l co illK c;. Lttl\ C.A TTLE 
XIII (Continued) 
FAk.PI ,..llfl!Sf:tl '"K.:r:7;, 1912 DATA 1-'R.OCE.!i.SEO 03/20/H 
CHi:LK. NO LNITS 
" 
PKlC.E POU~DS 
1.00 HD e:io.o 
1.00 HO 60.0 
1.00 HD 60. 0 
1.00 HD 60.o 
P0209 1.00 HO 100.0 






10 ft Zit 




















































































TABLE XIII (Continued) 
str TI~t igy :rAL;:is i..~":~~Atri~o1~~NA~Jb PERFORMED 
t: 29 1 20 00' 1 .i 00 .S.HL CATTLE 
i'i 1 2C 00 l 1 oa SELL CONS 
08 1 2C OD l l 00 •K ·CATTLE 
.JO 7 20 00 CHECK CDNS 
21 1 20 00 9 5 00 CHOP PEANJJS 
27 1 20 00 9 5 00 CHOP PEA .. UTS 
8 OS 1 20 00 9 5 00 CHOP PEANIJTS 
12 1 20 00 ,j :t 00 C.riCP PEANUTS 
:JH 1 .£0 00 1 0 00 MU\IE 4 SVC EQ 
':I .J.O 1 ZO 00 CHECK COWS . 
11 3C 1 ZO ~IJ l 3 00 fcEO C.ALWES 
11 30 7 20 00 1 1 00 FEED.& CK ,aws 
12 2 o 1 dl 38 WK ON POSTtOLf 
'i O'w 1 01 "t3 1 0 00 1.HSC t. CKILL 
9 CH 1 111 51 1 0 00 URILL REPR 
6 l3 1 d1 57 "' 5 00 i<lG CULTI 
lC 14 1 81 lb ,j 5 00 CHI<.. OIG-SHl(.t::.k 
10 H 1 ;J1 64 '# 5 00 CtiK i. BUY t. Rf;PR 
,. lS 7 oa Q') 1 0 00 Dl O HNCE 
14' .:iC 7 90 JO l 3 00 Htll ST11,.i<S 
12 3-0 7 'IO 2C 1 l 00 HEO CO"S 
c, lD 1 'lb 30 l l 00 St>k.U H.iH 
c, 2d 7 96 3(1 Sf'~U fEfH 
.5 10 7 96 33 SPi<,.EAO FE:l l 
5 10 7 9b 33 9 5 QO FER! 
12 JO 1 91 11 uS( tiAY F::EDERS 
12 .30 1 ~1 13 USE HAY FEC!lERS 
12 ;tC 1 91 27 l 1 00 CALF TAHlE 
5 21' 7 97 34 'i 5 'JO riAUL Si::CD 
ti Z;t 1 91 ;t.,. l l 00 MJ'VE CHAR thJlL 
!13 1 97 ,j.,. 1 1 00 HAUL ANl.>U::t DI.ILL 
'jb 1 97 3.,.. l 1 00 PiOVE CONS 
12 15 7 "i7 34 l 1 00 MUIIE 7l nfRS 
ll Z'i 1 ~1 38 1 1 00 011.:, PGS THOLE 
5 ll 7 97 41 9 So 00 t40LOoUAkO 
9· ld 7 '11 .. 1 7 0 OQ "IULUSOARO B'J 
IL 1 C,7 43 ~ 5 00 DI SC.. 
s. zt, 1 .;1 4.3 ., ; oo 01 .sc. 
.tD 7 97 43 '1 , 00 UlSC 
21 1 '71 43 9 5 00 DI .SC. 
.ta 1 91 <t3 7 O 00 JlS11. 
c: OD 7 -.7 ..-~ 7 0 00 lHSC kt1 L.J 
lC 23 7 "17 lt3 7 0 00 1.Jl SC. 
10 2ti 1 91 lt.;J 1 0 Di DI SC 
lC lo 7 '17 "i-3 7 a 02 ,.JlSl. 
lC lii 7 97 4.,, 7 0 03 SL 01 SC 
l ~ .lO 7 •n 't) 7 0 01 Cl SC 
lt' ld 7 97 'd 1 0 03 ul SC 
10 2o 1 <Jl '>3 7 C Cl ul SC 
l.:; 0.2 1 "l1 'tJ l O C>O illSC 
LC 23 1 ~1 51 7 0 OIJ Of..ILL •l 
10 26 1- 97 51 7 0 02 OR.ILL •2 
lC lb 7 97 51 1 0 02 iJI\ILL •1 
IC 18 7 97 51 7 0 03 .:>RI LL U 
IC 28 1 '11 51 1 0 01 OR ILL U 
lC .2:il: 1 91 51 7 0 (\3 DtdlL *-2 
IC 2d; 7 97 51 1 0 Cl t.HULL •2 
li )C 1 97 51 Y 5 OQ Pl.ANT riYE: SEW 
FAH.M f-lU,..HER :'"-< ,-tC :;· 































1972 04.TA PROCES~l:O 03/20173 







































































































































TABLE XIII (Continued) 
;i ~t Tl~~ igy !~AL :ti S G~~~~rt!l~ui~~l~A~Gb PERFOrtMED fARM 1'11.iMdER :-,...-::,,,,.., B72 UATA Pr<OCESSEL) O:i/20/73 'WM IRA HP SILE CD ACRES MAN HRS MACH HR GAL fu CL 
I< (2 7 ., 51 7 o OG Ui",.ILL •hf 4 10 4 • 4.00 2. 00 -..oo 1, c, 7 97 51 • 5 00 OKI LL kHT 4 10 4 b 2.00 2.00 4.00 5 20 1 97 52 9 5 00 PLANT PEANUTS 4 2 6 35 2bo00 24.IJO .,0 .oo 
6 30 1 97 51 , 5 co CULTI PEANUTS 4 2 6 "35 22.00 21).00 't0.00 
5 20 1 91 oO • 5 00 SPRAY TREFL.lt4 2 10 4 35 11.00 14.00 't0.00 10 20 1 91 76 • 5 04 //DIG PEANUTS . 2 0 • ,.oo o.OIJ 10.')0 10 25 1 ., 76 • 5 a.. DI~ PEU,lJTS 4 2 6 6 s.oo 4.00 10.00 11 26 1 91 1b • 5 00 DIG PEANlJTS 4 2 0 20 zo.o:, Hl.3') 35.00 11 ,o 1 91 76 9 5 00 SHAKE P-NUTS 4 2 6 25 12.00 10.!)() 15.00 
a 11 7 ., 82 1 l 00 SHkEU PAST 4 5 • a.oo d.00 25.00 9 30 7 ,, 62 K,.HARY MOiliER 4 5 4 10 s.oo s.no 15 .oo 
12 JC 1 97 83 l 3 00 SL D,UN ~o. oo 




04 .C.Ail.1; PEANUTS 3 • 4 6 4.0'.) 3 .Oil 5.'JO 11 3C 1 97 84 9 5 00 RAKE P-MJT 3 10 4 20 12.00 10. 00 25.00 
12 ,o 7 97 05 l ;; GO SL ,, ... TER: SY 50 .1)0 
I< 30 7 ,, 66 1 3 00 SL FENCES 50.00 
i, 30 1 97 •• l l 00 PJkT Ai:sLE C.URRAL 50.00 lc 30 7 97 •• l 3 00 P~t\ h.BLE COR~.AL l::l .O'J 
1.dvlSlL:N D At,,ALYSIS LlEPRECU.T H,"1 ••••••••••~PEit.t.Ta:<S OlTA•••••••••• it:•••$•t:••••LA.NDLORlJ~ UATA******"*** 
-ORlt..Jr,,iU ~E ... l~klttG i:i72 EhiH~G UR IGINA.l Ul:::Gl~''llhlG 1q12 ENJING 
• T IG • u uH CUST VALi.£ uf PKEC VALUE COST VALUE uEPREC VAL:.J E b • .. 2.597 1,1')20 204 Blb 
b , 71 l l 00 2o 5 2J 
6 . 12 798 2B ,. 223 
73 19 3 15 
13 l l 00 .ns lll 22 89 
74 945 .,. 94 )79 
75 1,130 . ., lo9 677 
75 9 5 00 2~0 9 ll 137 
76 ;)15 100 32 1~8 , 77 100 72 
" 
57 
• 9 77 
, 5 00 200 26 lH 
6 9 76 500 41 .,. 
b • 61 lOb 10 95 6 • BJ l,1)00 1,180 116 l ,'Jbl 6 9 65 762 HO 47 '23 
• • •• 900 531 53 47& 6 9 60 l 3 oc 318 242 ,. 218 
9 61 ,a, 355 3> 319 















TABLE XIII (Continued) 
CGSTl-lNlli:R IJoHOLE FARI! AI\ALYSIS 
SECTICJ\ 11 TAliLE OF INCuKE'A~U EXPENSES FA.-lH NUl'ldifk. [i(Q('.7-, DATE PsOCESSEU Ol/20/7) PAGE 
SUilFAR>I 00 ALL OTHEK SUBHRMS TUTAL FARM 
H OESCR IPT ION UNITS POUIIDS OuLLARS UllilTS POUNDS DOLLARS UNITS POUNDS DOLLARS 
RA I StO SALES 
11 BEEF 21.0 ,-22.0 5,1139.62 21.c 14422. 0 5,839.62 
15 OThER LIVESTOCK 2.0 895.00 2.0 895. no 
19 CASH Ci<OPS 1564).0 l.965.62 15043.0 1,905.62 
TOTAL RAISED SALES $8,7D:l.2't $0,00 $8,71'.l0.24 
FRCCUCT SALES 
20 f<HTAL INCOME 330, 64 33f'l.64 
TuTAL PROUUCT SALES $C.OO $330.64 $330, 64 
AOUITl~NAL FARM INCOME 
35 PATROJ\AGE REFUNDS 111. 75. 18,75 
31> AGRI, PROGRAM PAYMENTS 1,441.09 1,441,09 
.n TAX REFUNDS v;,.18 15.18 
TOTAL ADDITIONAL FARM lh(;OIIE $1,415.02 $0,00 51,475.02 
SALt uf ~UR~HASES FOK RESALE 
ol Oi::CF '1>5.0 317b9.0 l~.01'3.62 45.0 H769,0 13,018.62 
TOTAL SALE OF PURCHASES Fiii\ 8ESALE 5l3w0i.8.b2 $0,00 $13,018,62 
SALE CF CIPITAL ASSHS 
!:l 6EEF BREEDING STOCK 13.0 UOb4.0 3 • .,.eb.09 13.0 13064,0 3,4-86.69 
d5 OTHER UVE:STOCK 3.0 1.s1,.oo 3.0 1, aio. oo 
TOTAL SALE OF CAPITAL ASSET!, $5,291,,1,9 ,o.co $5,296.69 
TuTAl GROSS FARl'I INc.OME •28.<1>90.57 $HO,o4 52!l,82l,21 
WKRE:NT FARH El<PE:NSES 
41 LAB CR .t.?.L9 4?.4C 
42 · REPAIRS 15.0 393.53 15.0 393.53 
43 INTEREST 3,461.54 3, 41>1. 54 
44 FEED •UOO.O 160.25 43')0.0 lbQ.25 
45 SEEDS AND PLANTS 3971.0 1,221.51 3971. 0 1,227,57 
46 FERTILIZER·LIHl:-CHcH lb.1' a24o+.o 2e982. 98 10. 1 82404,0 2, 982.98 
47 MA1.:HI J\E HI RE 65ol.!I 3.160.26 1>58.0 3 ,lo0·.26 
48 SUP PU ES 120.0 50.0 7b.3.97 120.0 5C.O 763. 97 
50 MISCELLINEOUS EXPENSE 11.0 1, 143. 6l 11.0 1,143,67 
51 ~ETERINARY-14ElllCI NE 4.0 270.'1>4 4,0 270.44 
52 GAS-FUEL-0 IL 1040.9 ZlZ.39 1040.9 232,39 
54 TAXES 15.0 51,0.20 15.0 5b0.21l 
55 INS~RANCE 235.d'I> 235,84 
56 UTILITIE:SIELEC,PHUNEI .<30. 73 ZlO. 73 
57 FARI' RENT 330.64 330,64 
58 Fi<clGHT·TRutKI NG 585.0 258.96 585,ry 258.96 
59 CCNSEkVATION EXPENSE· l,:i9il. 00 1, 598. ClC 
TCTAL CURRENT FARI' EXPENSES 
.. 17.053.£6 $0,00 If l 7,i.i~'J. '4,f:, 
PUMCHASE uf PURCH FOR RESALE 
71 BEEF 45.1! zuso.o 8, 1bl.. 73 45.0 21250., 8,762.73 
fOTAL PURCHASE Of PURCH .FOli. RESALE $8e762.1'3 $0. 00 $8.,762. 73 
PURCHASE OF CAPITAL ASSETS 
c;1 BEEF BREEDING STOCK 2.0 1200.0 850.00 2 .o 12,0.0 850,00 
~7 MACHI NERY - EQUIPMENT 1150 .oo 850. 00 
TOTAL PuRCHASE OF CAPITAL ASSETS $1,700.00 $0.00 SL, 700, OC' 
TOTAL FAR~ EXPENSE ,~1.s.1~.19 $0.M , 27,51 t .• 1 c; 
TOTAL ~M CASH EARN ADJ FOii. APe AR 51,42.5.62- H30.64 H,094.98· a, 
I-' 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
.:.EC Hc;r.. U VALi.ie Of "Er Ll.11ESTOCK PkllWU luPI FAkM toJMiH.K ,·~ -...·.7.7 UATf: Pr(UCE~~ED 0Jf2('/7j 
ALL or HEFi. ~uiSF Aic /ljj s PAGE • SiJdfAKM J:J 
ui1JTS POu,1os OLJLLArtS u"1rs PCJUJlliJf) OC.LLARS !JNITS 
H.1TAL FARM 
POUNDS DOLLARS 
8i:.H· i;t-'EMM,, JIW't:NTOI\V li5 .o b)0.Z5.0 l>l'i19.50 95.r PLN,,,CHASES 47.o 224:iO.O 9012.. 73 47.i:' 
SALES 19.0 59255.0 l:2.344. 93 79.C 
CLOSING INVENTORY 9ts.O &4500.0 17920.60 98.0 
PkOOUCTION )5.0 jtJ31tO.O 15453.30 35.Q 
b.::l!J25.C- 15199.50 
t.2450. C 9612. 73 
59Z55 .O 22344. 93 
645'60.C 17920.bO 
38.340.c 15453. 3C-
Cit! Ll'vSTK OPEtilf\G lhVCNTl.tk.Y 3.1'.' ?200.0 
PURCHASES 
1250.00 3.0 l2DJ .O · 1250.0r:' 
SAl...i:S s.o 270:i.OO 5.0 
CLOS lf\G ltfll'CNTOkY 1.0 1000.0 zs.o.oo 1.c 
PROO LC TIIJN 3.0 2200.c- 1705 .')0 3.0 
2705.00 
D:).J.O 250.CC 
2200. ("- 171J5.0C. 
Ti:TAL LIVCSTOU Pi:WOI.J(..T 1011 )B.O 3t:l40.I;' 17156.30 38.r. .lbl'tO.C 17158.3(' 
FEED CPE:NlMi lh:YENTOk.Y 1ooe.o •SO!JO .O 3380.01) 1008. 0 




CLUSlMa> lh.VENTORY >4b.O 19001).0 2ti'+d.OO 54b.n 
PRC.lJuC TION 800.0 5119c»1.0 4'JS.IJ.10 6b6.0 
fEEi) tlSAPPE.ARNwCE 1.328.0 as1ao.o lt7't2. 35 1328.t" 
l9oao.n 2848 .or, 
51960. C 4050. l') 
ti516J .o 471t2.35i 
LlVC.STOCA PROO I $11)1) fl:CCI UIS 361.83 361.83 
SEC TIU, 14 LAhO iJSE SUl'h'liAkY FARH NUMdt~ i:"11'0072 OATc:. PROCESS~!) 0H20/7.3 PAGE 10 
Uli.l T$/AC.RE L6$/Ac.Ji.E 
IiticlGATtC !..RC.PS ACRi:AGE dY CROP 
ICTAL AClii:IGE AhC VALUE Gf IRKG CK.JPS 
l'IIC!li-1.Rt<IGATH CR.:...PS At:KEAG.C. DY CKOP 
!IIHEAT 26.0 1560.0 
ALI-ALF.\ lc».3 1579.2 
C.tiLP t'liST\.llilc 
ClHEi,. ttAY Af\D FLiRA(,E 
i>UhlJTS ..-92. 0 
TCTAL ACiiE.IGE Ah( 'IALUt Lif NON-IRRG CK.JPS 
OTt-=EJc. LAhU use 
Tii:E:t:S .lh.C •A~TE 
TCTAL ACRl:AGE AhC VALUE Uf OTttEK LAND JS E. 
TCT,1:.L liCREJGE Ahl: VALUE Of ALL LAPilO i..SE 
U:SS TOT AC.RCS lOPEt.l INV + Pa.:kC.nASESJ 
Y HL~~ AICtUAGE Uti..ACC.uUNTcO fi.Jh. 
S-t:C.TILN 15 Af1ALYS1S FACTORS 
L>C SCRIPT I Oh 
I.ROSS FARM PR.ODLC TIUN 
HACt-lkERY lf1VEST .. ENT 
MACrilt.l[/\Y COST 
FERTlLiltJt • Crif:l'llC.AL COST 
~EU. Af\0 Pi..AI\T EXPH,SE 
f-AitM SIZE INIJEX 









a • .J .zoa 




































OJ&TE iJ:tOCESSEU 0.3/20/7J 
I MA"1 YEAR I 110~ lrl!VST 
I 0.50 VEARSI I U ,1001 
$'+b, 348 .O(t S20. 9.(i. 





















TABLE XIII (Continued) 
St:CTILl'li lb MAC.HlniErtY SE~TIµ-.. fAl'i.M NUMBEI< il-l;;J7:> DA H: PKOC.ESSED 03/20171 PAGE 11 
E1\!Tc.l(PRIS£ N,) t:Nfti,.Prtl SE NO EhTC~PiU SE NO i:NTEii.PRISE NU ENTEkPKISE NO :JVERHEAO TDTti.-LS" 
uoo l]!'.10 7000 611."t 95".)0 
EhDl t-Ai OcP1H:C ENOllllG DEPREC EtliOINC. DCPREC. ENDING OEPRf:C ENDING OEPREC ENO ING UEPREC ENOl NG TOTAL 
UESCkIPr 10N VALUE AMOIJNT V.\LI..IE 4MOWH VALUE AMOUNT VALUE AMOUNT VALUE ANOJIIIT 1/.ALiJE AMOUNT VALUE Al'IJLfilT 
PIC.KU.PS Af\D TRUCKS 
ALYS LlEPH.EC 
tiCLR5. USCLl 35.00 3.00 2.00 3.00 43.00 
DEPitt:C ALLG<.ATELI 
TRACTC~S 
ALYS CEPtu:c Blb ~a,....:,:, 616 21"14.00 
HCLkS USED b2.00 1&5.QO H-9.00 187. 00 56.00 619.01) 
CEPkE(. ALLOCAT.Ei> lO. 43 5<t. ld 49.10 61.63 h.4b 204.CC' 
Ll\lESTCCit FCE:C E..iLllP 
AL tS DEP"-EC. 20 5. 00 20 5.01) 
t'IGLR'.l 1JS Et; l!>.00 15.00 
JEPRl:C ALLGCATEO 5 .'J:) 5 .oo 
.tlh~ Ll'.ESTOCK E;,iUIP 
AU'S GEPilCC. 2'3 5'5.00 223 55.0r' 
HClR~ USi:O a.oo S .OIJ 
CEPR EC. A LLuCA TEu 55 .. 00 55 .. l)C 
MATEioJAL rillUL f;;,;>T 
t.L 'I'S UC:Pr<EC li'7 .::2 .oo 15 3.00 104 2s .r.o 
HUI.RS USE.) e.oo 3.00 L3. 00 34.,:lt) 
DEFi<EC. hLOlATEC 5.88 2.21 16.91 25.')t) 
TILLAUt f'ACi1lJ,,Ck'f 
Al YS CEPREC :;79 94 .. 0C 379 94 .. 0C 
HGl.iRS u5H l:i3.CO 04.00 lb.::>:> lb3.!"'f'I 
CiEPREC ALLuC.~ TED .47 .db 36. 91 9.23 94.'}0 
PLAl\l H.-G, CULT IVATlh& 
AU'S CEPKE:C 137 21.0(1 b77 lb'i.00 614 190 .. 0.0 
HOLRS vSEU bb.00 51.0(\ b. 00 123.00 
cE'fRE(. ALLUCATEu 101. '15 18 .78 9.27 190.0C 
UHdUATICP.., CHCl<I APPL 
ALYS UEPREC 126 3,i:. 00 128 32.0(' 
1-CL,._5 .JS CC ~.oo 14.'D 19.""' 
o.Jl::FkEC AlLCC.HE.U S."i-2 23. 58 32 .l)Q 
H.:l.ii.llESTJ~,t.. EQUIP 
AlYS CEP"EC 173 26.00 5 7 14-.00 230 40 .on 
HlJLtl.S t.S!:.l., 38. 00 3:, .00 
CE:FRl::C ALLJCATEi.l .c.0.00 40.('Q 
HAY IM> E,.o.JJP~EillT 
AL 'I'S UEPftEC 458 41. 00 456 41.00 
HGL.fl.~ USEC ~a.oo lbO. 00 lb .OJ s.oo 239."'1 
CEPREC ALLUL.Alfj 9.95 ,7.'t5 z. 74 .t:lb. 41 .. ~0 
MISCELLANEiJl.iS 
AL 'I'S CEP"CC 
HGLk~ US.::il 
DEPKtC ALLJl.il. Tl:j 
DUILDl/\lGS 
ALYS LEPr<EC lli5 24.00 2377 2.b3 .:,o 2595 2.d7.Q"." 
t1ULR~ uSEU 
CEFREC ALLOCATEiJ 24.00 l63.00 287.DO 
ENTfkPKISE TGIALS 
AL 'I'S OEPKEC 109 21. 00 218 Z't.00 310 47.00 5130 87~. 00 5767 973.00 
HOLKS USED 111.00 333.0'J 300.00 3.0') 373.0J 121.01) 1301.00 
UEF~i::C ALLCCATE.J 91.26 114.25 l9ti.91 245. b5 JL2 .73 ~73 .:JO 
MACt- if',Ct\.Y u?t::N INV 137.0C q .')') l671.00 31")17. fl(' 
,LUSE lNV 101;1.,')C n~.o:, 2.75'3.')0 3172./\(.1 
OUllt..:lf'IGS GPEh INV 4'42.00 ,o42 .oo 2884. ('IJ 
CLCSE INV 218.IJO 2377 .:,:, 2595.".'(' 
°' l,J 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Stt.1 IC.i.l J. 7 LA1>0il ~Cl.flu;·-. f-AKM NIJK~ER '·" :]7:, DATt P~OC.ESS!;D 03/2017.3 PAGE 12 
t:"'1T Et..Pkl St r.G CNH:.""PK I SE :-.a EttTERPRl SE NC ENTEKPRISE r~o tMEKPRl~E NO av ERHEAl;I-; TOTALS 
1100 1300 1001) a1rir. 9501) 
l.OCL..R USCO [;pffi,HINb t(HJRS C.05T iiUURS CCSJ HOURS COST HOURS COS.T HDtJRS COST HOURS LOST HOURS COST 
PICKUP~ AND TRUCKS 23.0 1 .... so ... b.QO 3.0 4.50 ... o. 00 34.0 51.00 
TKAC.TURS •• o 9.00 1.0 1. 50 •• 0 12.00 15.0 22 .so 
LlVESTCCK FEED EQUl 
LITHER uvcsrcc"' e:w 
MATERIAL HNi)L E~PT .2:<t.O .3b.t20 3.0 1t. ~o 48.0 12.or 75.0 112.so 
T lLLAGE MACHINERY lOd.O 1&2.00 73 .o 109 .s~ 16 .o 21.ca 199.0 298. 50 
PLAHlhG, CULTi'i'ATI U,-IJ 24.CO 1>2.l'l 93.00 78.0 111.nl'.' 
Ur<. IGATIOl'.I, CHEM AP 6.C 9.00 11.0 25.~0 23.0 34.50 
HAi<i.,t;STl!'.G 1:.ulP :>2 .o 78 .O'l 52.'] 78.n(' 
HA\'lfllG Ei;;ulPl"l::/1.T ... l"-!'00 24.0 3b.OO ,.c 7.50 37.0 55 .5(1 
MiSCElLANEUUS 300.0 4:t0.00 161.(1 i71•50 ,.o 4.5,0 15 .o 112.so 55.0 82. 5(1 614.0 921. ('t) 
tiUl LDihGS 18.0 21. 00 1a.o 21.r.;o 
CNTckPidSE TOTAL~ Jbl.O , .. 1. 50 l'H.O 2tlb.50 lllo>O:.:> 222.00 ... 6.00 307 .o 460.50 134.C'· iOl.00 1145. 0 1717. 5(1 
5ECTlC/', 18 FUEL SEUION FMi.f'I NUMBER ~(,0<.;72 UAT!: PKOCESSE:D 03/ 20173 PAGE 12 
EhTfRPld SI: foJ- Ct..TEKFiUSE hC i:kTEKP+HSE t,,i;J Et,!ffRPf<. JSE h:O ENTEKPRI SE r.it .. OVEkHE.AI) TOTALS 
1100 BCD 7()00 81:)(l 9500 
FLU.· i..SEC dY GALLChS COST UALL.Gl-4.S t:OST ... ALLU"I S COST uALLOr-.S COST C.ALLC.NS CU.Si GALLONS CU.ST GALLONS COST 
P ICl<.UP S Ai-4.J TRI.CK' G b .J l.44 •• 0 l.44 
" 
l:>.O 1.~5 o. c 1.0" o.o 1.11 32.('I 4. lt 
Tl<ACTC.RS G ,.o • 72 10.0 2.i.:, 13.l} 3 .12 
0 15.C l.9S 10.0 l.30 25.0 3.25 
1':Al UU:AL t-NuL i::ioiP G 10 .::! 2.4J 26 -~ 0.24 36.0 8.64" 
t ,.o .,. 3.0 .39 
T lLLAbt. 14AC.HlNE:KY b lt.O.D 38.40 45.0 10.80 30.0 1. 20 235.0 56.4(" 
u 82.C 10.&b 172 .o 22.3b 15.0 1.95 2b9.0 34.97 
PLAMJM., C.U1.TlYA iJ •• o .;z 99.0 12. 87 103 .o 13 .. 39 
lRRIGAfIU;',j, lHi:M b 40 .o 9.60 4{l.0 9. 60 
D 1~.r 1.95 15.!l l .95 
HAR VE 5 Tl;-...:; E!;,Ul P 0 10.0 9.10 70.0 9 .10 
t1A'tlNG E.;..UIPl'IEl'tT 
" 
30.0 &.04 36 .• 0 8. 64 
0 z:..o .2-2!. 15 ·"' 1.95 40.0 5.20 
!:r-.TERPiH 5C TlJTALS G lt.6.0 39.&4 134.0 32. 16 b6. 0 15. 84 3-6ti.C 87 .84 
0 5a.o 7.54 23.0 2.99 St..O u .11:1 •• o 1.11 341.0 44 •. H 40 .o 5.2c 557·.(" 72.41 
TCT tL fUEi.. 1..CST 7.54 2.-i9 ~1.02 1. 17 76.49 d.::!4 160.25 
* G"';;.A~i.iLlr.E AT s • .;::4, P=PRCP.lht. AT S.10, U=LiJE.~EL FuEL AT S..13, T., TRAC.TuH. FUl=.l f.T S.20, N:MTURAL JAS .IT $.35/lCOQ 
0\ 
~ 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Si:CTH.t-. 19 lf\VENTC:i<Y At-.,4LYSJS 
-----tt11T~f1PN.ISE Nj. 
Tl i;f~(.l<lPTIOfli IJl',j ITS PULJNUS 
OPEf'\111.G 11'4VE1'tTOKY Of 
11 DrEf 
17 GRAIN 
1.0 100. o 
t,.'t H:CO t;OO •. O 4d,OOO.o 
91 Bfl:f BREEOlPIIG STUCIC. SO.O 43,'iOO.O 
TGTAL GPENlhG Ul'ERAT l"'C. lhVENTURY 
CLLISH.G lf1\/Ei'l!TiJRY OF 
11 orCf ,.o soc. i.:: 
17 Gi<Alh 
" 4.fi FEED 
il dEH dKEEDllliC. STUCII.. ~5.0 471 lOC. 0 
TUT AL UGSINli- OPERli.T ING IIWE~TUt1.Y 
TOTAL OPERAH~ Jl"i\/f:kH .. KY ..:.HANGf: 
GPE/\lt,,G l~\l'ESTHENT 
GPH·lNG CPERATlmi lhVEhT 
'H MACrHl'4Eri.V - EC.UI PHE"4T ,.o 
91:1 riUlLLH11GS - lHPKJVEMEN 
S<;i LAl'iD £00.0 
UPi:i11.l:-OU l,'.ivE!)IHtkl 
CLC5UG U,.,ESTHE:.NT 
t..i..WSI fi.u CPERATH,\al lN\/EM 
'17 MAC.riJfliCi(Y - hrUlPMEi'.tT :>.O 
-.J:3 i:iUILOlkGS - IHl'RUVEHEh 
'i'i LAMJ. 200.a 
C.1.LiSlr11U li't.,.ESIMEJ\T 
CH~MiE 1111 lh\/E.5.TMEf'tT 
SECT 10r'l l '7 I t...v;cNTORV .C..l\iAL YSl S 
FAk/1 <'tU,'lbi.A. 1_'~- '.),;/? DAH: YKO(.ES:,EO 03/20/73 PAGE 13 
1100----- *****Cl-..TEkPRISE: ~J. 13:>0***** -----ENTEitPU SI: ~C. 7000-----
(JOLLA~::, UNITS PGur-.Ds OCLLARS UNITS PUUNDS DOLLARS 




J.9,435.00 lb,5b4.50 U, 83n.oo 
200. oc 36.0 lb ,96C .o 8 ,3b5 .oo 
203.0 2,031).Qn 
~,35j.OQ 
:lo9,:i55.00 si;, 3os.oo :io2,030.0I"' 
112:i .o:> n,001.10 '-200.C('I 
'1143~.oo b,564. 51) 1,ti30.00 
33 7 .. 00 
2i..2 .oo 
31, 710.So 1n2.o lo ,lt19.42 B. D l ,E>!:'0.Cil"I 
;.-.1, ... i,2.so S24,995.92 S3,43f'. 00 
9,!>55.1'.'C, 61305.60 2 ,l'.'3!:l.(}fl 
3C·:f.JO 
218 .oo 
31, 710 .so 102.0 18, 189.42 •• 0 l ,6f'0.0I'\ 
:ioltl 1!>74.58 $26,7B.02 S.31 630. DC 
1,92.no lol,777.lD S201').0r:' 
fAi,,M Jli../HdER i·!"."(:72 DA.TE PROCESSEU 03/20/73 PAGE 13 
-----E~TE~PKISE: r.iJ. dlOO----- 0-*UENTEKPklSE fllO. 9500***** ---------CiVERHEAD----------
TI i,E:::,CiH PTI ON uNITS POJt.05 DUt.LAtf.5 UNIT!) POUi.iDS DOLLARS UNITS POUNDS OOLLAKS 
UEl',,JI\G. HiVENTOiH Of-
lC ~l:i(. (.tJl(l<fNT FARM SALE 
1:: t..TnJ;a Ll\tESTC.C.K 
le FLH.A-GE: 
'110 Ml.)(. c.-.PITAL A!:,:>t:TS 
'75 0lril:H. Ll\tCSTUC.ll 
25. 0 
TOTAL UPt:r-.!ll'tlJ uf't,(_AJl~ 
CL(f>lf,,i., INw'EJ\Tl..t(Y Ut-
lC HJS.., (..l,P\r\E.NT FAKM SALC 
15 Glt!Ef;. L JVESTOCl'i. 
l E F(f,,A,.;.t 
9C MiSI... C.APITAl ASSCJS 




TJTAL CLLSlr-.t. UPCl'I.AT lr..b I'~Yl::MO.tY 
TuTI\L UPE~ATii'>u l!~\ICi,TLlKY C'1Ar-.UE: 
CPEl'llt,.;.. li\vi::STHl:::flff 
CPEPl.llliG CPE.rU,TINai li'ivE.M 
97 MACril~C:kY - Ei.;oJl;Jl'lfr-.!T 
'id bUIL..:I;iGS - UWRJVE:MCr.. 
<;S i.Al-.D 25.0 
OPEl<iHrG !iiVE!:i,TMENT 
CL(S I f,,G lP\\t ES TM ENT 
t.LuSIN~ JPERATINU I folVEt..T 
97 M.-Cr lN.Eli.Y - i::.ioJ l?HENT 
98 t:H,lLJlr.\lS - lf'PttCvENi::N 
99 LANO 25.·J 
CL.:S J;,a, IWbTHENT 
















1,hl .. Qb 
,. 0 1,occ.o 25!) .,:<() 
71 ~ .co 
2. C 2.,200. 0 1 ,coo.oo 
HlC .oo S.2, 391. 06 
501. f;() 
1.0 1,000.0 25C. !.'ll) 
110.00 
sno. oo s.a11.ar 
1,c·.00 Sl,579.20-
71(1. 00 2,391.0b 
9.00 2,871.0') 
41.0 2,ti\':12.0!'.' 
1,000. 00 1so.o 9,250.00 
s.7,719.00 Sl7,314.0b 
110.00 till. 6(' 
311.0~ 2, 753. OC'· 
40.0 2, 53 7 .1)0 
7,IJOC .OO 10:i.o 9,25C. rr. 
1,8 ,!l2') .'JO $151351. BO 
1101.00 U19b2.20-
°' v,
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
::.ECTh.r, . .:.0 E~Jt;,.;,,._l.il:: ~"'":itf-c.Y t-.:.OttM i'liluNDlR ~J:"77 OATC Pit0(.E5.SED 0J/2f'tl7, PAGE 14 
---i.-"tJt..,P11lSE ..O. 1100----- ... ._.Elltlf:ii.PRISE "lu. 130.IJ*•••• -----t:NTi:~FRlSE '10. 7'10:J-----
Tl .J::.:i ... l(JPTIUII. uM 1.:i PCut.iol~ GCU.AkS 1Ji1Hll:t POUhOS U:.JLLAkS Ul\i I TS POUNtiS DOLLARS 
11 IH:Ef Jd,.O 15,.i!.CC.O 7,t,30.'lO z1.o 14,(i.,2,C:,.{' ; ,ti.3~ .e,z 
l 7 l.,kAU, 
U f-OKAU.1; 
36 AGiU • PROGtl.Alt PAYNtNTS 
.:17 TAX· jtt,fUtuJS 
. TOTAL C.uilROIT HRH SAUS 
.:.C Ml SC Co,iR. FAtlP CAPEME 
"tl L~th)ri. 
... 2 fcEtJ.llitS 
't.4 f-c:IJ 
45 SEEO.:i At,,ii iJLANh 
't6 f-E:kT li..llEk-:LIME-._i-,CN 
47 MAC11lt11E HIRE 
4c SUPPLIES 
50 MISCELLA:'ltEWS EXi'B'QE 





SJ FAI\~ .c.~I\T 
;e Fr<El.inl-TRUC.11,.IP£ 











JOTAL :,It.LE uf PdRCnASES FOil kCSAi..E 
71 Beet--
TUT AL PURCHASE OF PIJR(.h FiJR. RES.ll.t 
cl Btff ai\Ht.:ilf·n, ST!JCII. u,.a 13,CM.~ 
Ti.ITAL SAU: LIF C.APHAL Ll vESTUCK 
'il 6Ei:f- dttEfaJlNG STOCIC. 2.1) 1,20~.Q 
TllTAL PlHCriASE ;.F i.~PITAL LI ..-1:.:.TOC&. 
i:!'4TtilPklSE ..it'i:IU,Tlf\G lt..CCME 
iJr't:."-i.llNG 11,VtNll..,iC.Y '-ttAr-.E 
EhTEii.PRbi: .Jt'ERU llllb l:X.P!:NSE 
Ui:PKEL.U. Tlur. fkuM SE:..;.T lb 
O PCT lnT Ctt.\illai: LES.~ 1:-r PAID 
ENTE:kPH5c UPH1.AT I'"" GAl't O"' LOSS 















































11, 769.D u,cu, .. 02 
U3,0l8.b2 








,2 .~05 .11 
1.i:,'B·l.J2-
0.C9 




































TABLE XIII (Continued) 
SEC.HG!\ 20 EhTEii.l'io,hi:: SJ .. flilP,~Y u:.c>fliTI fAl4.:'I "-UH.di:1i ..• ,, - UATE PitUUSSEO. 03/21)/73 PAGE 15 
-----;;;i'tJJ:i<il'i<.lSE NJ. dlOO----- ••+••t:~J EkPRlSE NJ. 9500••••• -----------JW::1.-tEAV----------
Tl .;E:SCfflPTlOlil uNH~ t'i"J\'liiJS. ilOLLAk5 \JIIIITS POUNDS ULiLLARS UNITS POUNDS ' DOLLARS 
1~ c111Et1 u .. esroca. 
11 GRAU, 
18 FGR.IGE 
11i CASH CKOPS 
lC Rftii!TAL INCDIIE 
3!J PAUCNAEE REFUNDS 
JC.: A~.I. PRu;iRAP! PAYMENTS 
JJ1AL CURRci'41T UKM 
.. c Mi~ LUU~. FAR.ff: l:llPt:.NSE 
31tO.O 
~ALt:S 
41 LAtiilil . 4.0 
'tL. kCPAJi,1.;i 
.. ] llliTEkE:51 
44 fE:fD 
ZD,400.0 
4!> SHUS ANi> PLAf.ilTS 75~.0 
4(; ft.k.TlLllER-LlflE-CttEfl l.0'9-0.0 
,.7 kACt-lhE Hlie.E sas.o 
o1tC S'-t>PLIES 
5C MlSi.ELLAilrlcLIUS E:.lli>E:t,,Sf 





5ci fl<E!GHT-TltuU.Jf,jG sa,.o 
5~ CCP.:iE~V,t.TION EXPEI\SE 
JUUL CURA.Ehl +AH.I' t.JC.Pl:,..Sl:S 
a5 nhEil L ,., e:src-o. 
JOfAL S.ALE JF t.APITAL llVESH,C.K. 
dl J,AU·lfl,ERY' - Eij\Jl?MH1T 
TOTAL SALE Of- MAC.H, DUILC.., LAl'IU 
'f 1 ~A(.1-1'1,EiJY - EwU 1 .. ME;..T 
T(IJAL PUKCtiA:i,1: .JF MAC.ti, dl;[La.,, LAND 
Ell"lE.C.PRl~E UiltkAT lhG lht.~E. 
UPE1U1TINu lNYl:fllTOM.Y CHAkGE 
C.r~lEKVi4.ISE uPl:~ . .;.Tlhb E.AiJCh5c 
:::CPREtlAT ION. fKuM SC.CT 10 
6 PC 1 INT ~tiA.fli,;.t; LESS I I'll PAID 
E="TtRP,11.lSE JPt:!!:A.TI~ UI.If\i i.Jk LOSS 






130.bb 2,813. IJ 


























U,97'l.17 Sl, C7t'. 22-
·4b'l.50 1,011.0- 803. 99 
103.90 
3,461.54 
l~O .O 12,41~.o 2, 799. IJO-
1,021.·ltl l'.):J.') e.11 
122.65 ).O 2~,7l4.0 9".IC.63 
1t27 .ns 65.0 2, 4b8.0t'I 
106. a2 111).'l sc.o 
lllJ.SO 22.4. 52 
l~.63 






S2, 60b. 52 i6,780.9l 
,.o 1,a1n.oo 
$1).00 51,810.CI) 
so. 00 5n.oo 
350 .oo sr-r.cc 
$350. 00 5500.')0 
11 ,97~ .11 J.739. 78 
,o. 00 ii ,519.2~-
""'60b.52 i6, 78~. 91 
i24:t.85 5322. 73 
i542. 36 $2 ,246.33-
U,'924.~6- t.5,696. 79-
q. 75- 11.97 
O'I 
-:•.Jc 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
~ECTlCr,, d t:NTC:KPRl~E S1.1!1riAkY .. t:1<. U,,.,lT f;. ... ~ hUMlit.H. C"\127-; UAT!:: Pi<OCESSEU 03/20/7J PAGE lb 
1 
-----E,11TEti.P1dS.f: ,-,tJ. UO')----- *U••E'.ITE.~P~lSt" ~J. 13t:'O•••n -----ENTE:!i.PKlSi:: NO. 70".)-,-----
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punchec;l from the Costfinder Analysis Strip, and Balance Due Consolida-
tion programs. Among these cards are accounts payable and receivable, 
opening and closing inventory, crop repo·rts and corrections, Di vision 
C lists the Machinery and Labor Use cards which have been reported 
throughout the year. The value of this information will be pointed 
out in the explanation of Sections 16 through 18. Division D lists 
the cards punched by the depreciation program. They include one card 
for each type of asset for each enterprise. 
Section 11, Table of Income and Expenses is listed in Table XIII. 
The section is converted to the accrual accounting basis by subtracting 
the opening accounts payable and receivable and adding closing accounts 
payable and receivable to include charged purchases and sales made, but 
not paid for this year. Inventory analysis, Section 12, has been ex-
plained in Chapter II because of its application to financial analysis 
and credit acquisition. However, it is an important part of the whole-
farm analysis. Section 13, Value of Net Livestock Production prints 
only if there were non-zero observations for a particular class of live-
stock. Net production is computed as.Closing Inventory plus Sales minus 
Purchases less Opening Inventory. In the case of feed, FEED FED is 
computed as Opening Inventory plus Purchases plus Production minus 
Sales less Closing Inventory. Accurate computation of feed fed is 
extremely sensitive to missed inventories and sales. Section 14, Land 
Use Summary, lists total acres and value of production from the crop 
report entries listed in Section 10, Division B. Section 15, Analysis 
Factors, concludes and summarizes the whole-farm analysis. These fac-
tors are explained in the Costfinder Report Manual. A sample output of 
Sections 10, 11, 13, 14, and 15 is listed in Table XIII. These sections 
will not be changed as a part of this study. The remaining sections 
16-23 will be explained in greater detail to illustrate the '!llodifica-
tion included in the 1973 version of these sectionso 
1966-72 Version of Modified Output Sections 
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Section 16, Machinery Analysis, Table XIII, lists horizontally 
seven columns for the five individual enterprises, the overhead, and 
the totalo It lists vertically, a major category for each type of 
machinery, as set out in the General column of the Costfinder code 
under TI code 96, vehicles, and TI code 97, machinery and one row for 
TI code 98, buildingso Subcategories under each of the preceding in-
clude: (1) ANALYSIS DEPRECIATION which equals 20 percent per year 
since purchase for machinery and ten percent per year for buildings; 
(2) HOURS USED which equals the amounts. in the MACH HR column of the 
Machine and Labor Use reports in Section lO Division C; (3) DEPRECIA-
TION ALLOCATED which equals the percentage distribution among enter-
prises of .the depreciation co:mpu~ed. Opening and closing inventories 
for machinery and buildings for eqch enterprise concludes this sectiono 
Section 17 ~ Labor Sect.ion .is listed in Table XIII. Across the top 
of the page, five enterprises, overhead, and totals are printed just as 
in Section 16, Each enterprise lists the number of hours and total 
cost for each rowo One row is listed for each job according to the. 
machine or building used. The number of hours is determined from the 
data in Section 10, Division C~ Labor is valued at $1050 per hour to 
calculate cost for allocation purposeso 
Section 18:1 Fuel Section, is organized horizont,ally the same as 
Section 16'and 17. Gallons and cost are listed for each enterprise 
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and row. Vertically, there is one.row for each type of machinery and 
a separate row in each machine type for each fuel used. The total 
number of gallons is taken from Machine and Labor Use column, GAL FUEL, 
while c~st is determined by. multiplying gallons by a preassigned value 
which is li1:1ted at the bottom of Section 18, Table XIII. 
Section 19 11 Inventory Analysis of Enterprises, utilized the same 
data cards that were used in Section 12 whole-farm Inventory analysis. 4 
Horizontally, three enterprises are printed per page. Information 
listed.for each of the enterprises includes units, pounds, and dollarso 
Vertieally, the difference in opening and closing inventory represents 
total ·operating inventory change. In this section livestock is consid-
ered in operating inventory, while buildings, machinery, and land are 
classified as non.-operat:Lng investment. 
Section 20, Enterprise Summary~ is listed in Table XIII. The top 
of the page .is a duplic,;1.te of Section 19 with three enterprises per 
page.· Vliftica.lly, only those.TI categories that are used by one of 
the three enterprises on that page, are printed. Sub-totals are printed 
for non_;farl'll income, farm sales, farm e~penses, sale of it;.ems purchased 
far resaie,·purchase of items purchased for resale and purchase and 
sales of capttal asset;.s. Operat;.ing income plus inventory.change and 
expenses,· le$s depreciatiqn, from section 16, and an·int:erest charge 
equal ent~rp:dse operating gain or ·loss. 
Since the enterprise section is always on an accrual basis, there 
is no adjustment 'to accounts payable and receivable necessary. However, 
4 A sample of Section 19. is listed in Table XIII.. 
the following adjustments are made: (1} operator and family labor 
is valued at $250 per month and added to TI code 41 in the overhead 
enterprise; (2) enterprise labor costs from Section 17 added to the 
individual enterprises and subtracted from overhead; (3) fuel costs 
from Section 18, are added to the individual enterprise and sub-
tracted from overhead; (4) depreciation from Section 16 is charged 
in the sunnnary part of the section for each enterprise; (5) a capital 
charge of six percent on average investment and operating expenses 
adjusted for income is also added to the costs in the summary part of 
Section 200 Also land inventoried in the enterprise on .the closing 
inventory is assumed to have been used by that enterprise, and inter-
s 
est is charged accordingly. 
Section 21, Enterprise Sunnnary Per Unit, Table XIII, is the same 
as Section 20, except that all figures have been divided by the num-
ber of units in the enterprise. The divisors and their method of 
calculation are listed in the Costfinder Report Manual, For crop and 
livestock enterprises, this per unit section provides a budget on a 
per-acre or per-head basis which may be used for comparison and plan-
ning purposes, 
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Section 22~ Production Section, Table XIII, is organized horizon-
tally the same as Sections 19, 20, and 21. Three enterprises per page 
are listed with units, pounds, and dollars for each enterprise. Open-
ing inventory of mature females and other livestock is added to purchases 
5Ted R. Nelson and William L. Brant, Costfinder Report Manual 
(Oklahoma State University, 1970) 1 pp. 19-20. 
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of livestock, while sales and closing inventory are subtracted to give 
Net Production of livestock. Also, births and weaning are included on 
a per-head basiso For crop enterprises, ITEMS LOST OR UNACCOUNTED FOR 
equal opening inventory plus crops purchased or internally transferred 
in plus production minus crop sales or items internally transferred 
out of the enterprise minus closing inventoryo ITEMS LOST OR UNAC-
COUNTED FOR should equal zero except for omissions and inventory esti-
mation errors" The crop production information comes directly from 
the crop report entries, account code 80 
Section 23, Analysis of Production, Table XIII, lists the follow-
ing production efficiency factors. Enterprise units is the same as 
defined in Section 21, Per Unit Summary. Units of production per unit 
may be bushels per acre, or tons of hay per acre depending on the enter-
priseo Pounds of production per unit represents such measures as Beef 
per Cow, or Mi.lk per Cow, The value of production per unit divides the 
dollar value of production by the number of units in the enterprise, 
The remaining efficiency factors are self-explanatory, Birth rate 
per 100 dams for cattle is the percent calf crop. Weanings per 100 
dams and weanings per 100 births are recogni.zed as weaning rate depend-
ing on the enterpriseo Deaths per 100 dams is referred to as the death 
rate. These production factors are listed horizontally for each enter-
prise and overhead, 
The previous explanation of the year-end analysis program, Section 
10 through 23, was given to provide a comparison with the new version 
of the program and provides an understanding of the reasons for change. 
It will also help in evaluating the merit of the changes made, 
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1973 Version of Sections 16 Through 22 
The original initiative for modification of the year-end analysis 
program was the modification of the enterprise sections, printed in 
Sections 16. through 23, Depending on the amount of input data, the 
printing of these sections could require as much as fifteen pages of 
computer output~ It is co,nfusing and inconvenient tq search among 
these fifteen pages to analyze all information relating to an. individ-
ual enterpriseo 
Objective~. 
The first objective of th.is modification is to list all analysis 
information relating to an individual enterprise on one or two consec-
utive pages o Th~ enterprises would appear in single-file .instead of 
three per page in each of the sections o The second obj ect.ive is to 
reduc.e duplication of output information. For example, inventory in-
formation appears in Sections 19, 20~ 21 and 220 The third objective 
is to minimize the increase in the number of pages of output and pos-
sibly to reduce. the number of pages needed o Long and complex computer 
printouts cq.n be.discouraging to a farmer. 
Sections 1.&, Through 18 
The following will explain the reorganization of year-end analysis 
Sections 16 through 220 Sections 16 through 18 are similar in their 
organizationo 6 As a result, these three sections are combined into one 
6sections 16 through 18 are listed in Table XIIIo 
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section that .. list1:1 the informat:l.1:m from all· three sections relating 
to one .. enterprise. The title line of Section 16, Machinery, Labor and 
Fuel Analysis lists tqe enterprise. 7 Vertically, the categories are 
the.same for all three sections. They represent each type of m~chinery 
as set out .. in the GENERAL ·column of. the Costfinder code under TI code 
96, vehicles, TI code 97, machinery, and one row for TI code 98, build- . 
ings. Across the page, Ending Value, Hours Used, and Depreciation Al-
located appear from the old Section 16. From the old Section 18, the 
basic fuels are listed: Gas, Deisel, and others. Value is determined 
by multiplying the number of gallons by a predetermined price. Values 
from the old Section 17, Labor, include the two workers having the 
largest .number of hours of labor allocated to this enterprise. All 
other labor is added to give total hours of labor which is multiplied 
by a predetermined price to yield total labor cost. The last·column 
is a total of the depreciation, fuel and labor cost for each type of 
machinery. Ente_rprise totals. are. listed for each horizoi;i.tal category. 
This new section is expected to be .. shorter than either of the old Sec-
tions 17 or 18. A farm which uses many types of specialized machinery 
and buildings should require no more.than one-half page for this sec-
tion. 
The most apparent saving of space· is in the old. Section 16.. In 
practice most.machinery depreciation costs are not allocated to a 
specific enterprise, thus most values are listed in.overhead. Table 
XIII indicat.es a large amount .pf blank space in the old Sect:i,.ons 16, 
17, and 18. 
7 A sample of the new Section 16 Machinery, Labori and Fuel ·Analysis 
is listed in Table XIV. 
TABLE XIV 
THE 1973 VERSION OF SECTION 16, MACHINE, FUEL~ AND LABOR 
ANALYSIS AND SECTION 19,ENTERPRISE ANALYSIS 
SECTION 16 MACHINE LABOR .AfiD FUEL AKALYSIS 
TI CQDE DESC ENDING HOURS 
VALUE USED 
63 TRACTORS 187 .DO 
73 MATER & HDNG 3.00 
7 4 TILLAGE MACH 64.00 
75 PLA.l'.;T & CULT 137 .00 51.00 
76 IRRIG & CHEM 14.00 
77 HARVST EQUIP 173.00 38.00 
78 HAYING EQUIP 16.00 
MISCELLANEOUS 
ENTRPRSE TOTALS 310.00 373.00 
SECTIOI\ 19 EXTERPRISE .~XAlYSIS 
TI CODE DESCRIPTIOX UNITS 
!~COME 
019 CASH .CROPS 
035 PATRO~AGE REFUNDS 
TOTAL INCOME 
CLOSING 1:,-;·vEXTORY 
590 MISC CAPITAL ASSET 
599 LA."i"D 
TOTAL CLOSI~G INVE,._'TORY 
OPENI!\G HiVENTORY 
590 MISC CAPITAL ASSET 
599 LAKD 




045 SEEDS & PLA.'\T 
046 FERT·LIME-CHEM 
047 MACHIKE HIRE 
048 SUPPLIES 
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-18 .15 
7 .11 
- 25. 29 
·25. 29 
14. 01 
-40. 8 7 
·417 .45 
OTHERS TOTAL $VALUE TOTAL $ COST 
I. 0 1.So 63.85 
3. 0 4. 50 9.11 
73,0 109, 50 179.57 
9. 0 62. 0 93.00 184.65 
2. 0 17. 0 25. 50 58.68 
52. 0 78. 00 127.10 
2.0 24. 0 36. 00 47 .11 
75. 0 llZ.50 112. so 
13.0 307, 0 460.50 782. 52 
PER HUNDREDl'iEIGHT ON 156.43 CWT. 
UNITS POUNDS DOLLARS 
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Sections 19 Through~ 
Sections 19 through 22, Table XIII, lists Inventory, Income and 
Expense Accounting, Per Unit Division, and Production Analysis in the 
respective sections, The modifications are designed to combine the im-
portant information from each of these sections for one enterprise~ 
This section will follow the new Section 16 which has previously been 
explaineda Thus, all·information relating to one enterprise will ap-
pear on one or two consecutive pagesa The heading of the 1973 version 
of Section 19f Enterprise Analysis, Table XIV, includes three sets of 
units, pounds, and dollars as.in the old section. Total figures from 
the old Section 20 are first a The second set have been .divided by the 
enterprise size just as in the old per unit Summary, Section 21. En-
terprise size may be defined as number of head or acres. The third set 
of unit pounds~ and dollars have been divided by the number of hundred 
weights, bales, bushels, or tons produced by the enterprise, Horizon-
tally, the.three sets of figures provide information previously listed 
in Sections 20, 21, and 220 The analysis of any enterprise must in-
clude inventory, income and sales, and purchases and expenses, Ver-
tically, the first category is income which includes Product sales, 
Capital sales, and sales of Items Purch.ased for Resaleo The total of 
these items is added to closing inventories to give total operating 
returns a . 
Opening inventories and production expenses, which include pur-
chases of Capital assets, items purchased for resale, and the cost of 
internally transferred items, are added to yield total operating ex-
penses. The difference in returns and expenses gives returns to Labor, 
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Capital, Machinery, and Management. Then depreciation from Section 16 
is subtracted to give returns to Labor, Capital, and Management, Re-
turn to capital and management can be obtained by subtracting internal 
labor. Return to management is then obtained by taking out interest on 
operating investment, or on opportunity cost, and subtracting a land 
charge. Thus, by dividing the return to management by average invest-
ment, the more familiar rate of return on investment is obtained, 
Section 23 will be printed after the last enterprise. 
The preceding discussion explains the enterprise analysis infor-
matton for one enterprise. Depending on the type of enterprise, the 
new Section 16 and 19 should take no more than two pages. If the 
average farm has five enterprises the number of pages of computer 
printout will not.increase. Obviously all enterprise information re-
lating to one enterprise will be listed on one or two consecutive 
pages. Some duplication of information is unavoidable in providing 
understandable financial and production analysis information, 
Comparison With Other Farms 
A very important part of financial and production analysis is 
comparing one's results with other farms of the same type, geographical 
area, or size. The Costfinder program, Analysis Comparison, provides 
8 
a variety of possible alternatives. The year-end abalysis program 
punch.es a wholefarm header card for each farm processed. This card 
contains the current year, farm number., gross farm production, farm size 
8The Analysis Comparison program was initiated in 1969 by Ted R. 
Nelson, Extension Economist, Original.programmipg was done by Steve 
Schultz, student program.er. Modifications since that time have been 
completed by Mike Hardin, Research Assistapt. 
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index, return to labor and management, percent return to labor and 
management, percent of crop land irrigated, and percent.of gross farm 
production from: beef, dairy, swine, other livestock, poultry, gri:l,in, 
forage, and cash crops. A comparison can be made on each of the pre-
viously listed categories in the wholefarm header cardo The year-end 
analysis program also writes all wholefarm information on a disk file 
so that the analysis comparison program generates an output very 
similar to Sections 11 through 15. Table XV lists. Sections 41 through 
45 which contains three sets of informationo However, the three sets 
in these sections represent: (1) low group, (2) high group, and (3) 
average of all farms. As previously mentioned, comparisons can be 
made based on any of the values listed in the wholefarm header .card. 
By printing the wholefarm header carcl..s for all farms in a particular 
comparison run, the high and low value can be determined so that one-
third of the values of the farms included will fall below and above 
respectively the low and high values choseno This program allows the 
farmer to compare his farm with other farmso For example, comparisons 
can be made on rates of return using only the farms receiving more than 
50 percent of their gross farm income from beef, or dairy, or any per-
cent that is determined, 
The year-end analysis program also punches an.enterprise header 
card for each enterpriseo This card contains the current year, unique 
farm number, enterprise code, enterprise size or units, percent return 
on average investment, percent contribution to gross farm production and 
return per unit. It has been suggested that a program similar to the 
wholefarm analysis comparison program be written to compare enterprises, 
Careful examination of these enterprise header cards indicated that this 
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information is more subject to bias than the wholefarm information. 
Since most of the results of the wholefarm comparison are a weighted 
average, one incortect or llnrealistic observation can bias the answer. 
One of the sub-objectives of the new year-end analysis program 
was to eventually improve the qual,ity of enterprise input data by im-
proving the readability and understanding of the enterprise output. 
As the understanding and quality of enterprise infor~ation improves, 




The objectives of thb study are to coordinate all program modif-
ications to improve the readability, organization, anq understandi~g 
of the Costfinder farm record system. These modifications are intended 
to help make Costfinder attractive to more farmers. 
Research Approach 
In the six years Costfinder has been in operation, many additions, 
deletions, and reorganizations of the program outputs have been sug-
gested. These suggested modifications have been recorded and classified 
according to their purpose and the section of the output to which they 
apply. A list of these changes was developed that included a type re-
presentation of the modified computer output, required modification of 
the input data, time required to accomplish the program changes, and an 
estimation of the net change in the amount of paper generated by the 
program modification, A short.questionnaire was included with the list 
of program modifications and given to the Area Agents. The purpose of 
the questionnaire was to determine: (1) Is change desired? (2) Will 
the farmer be willing to pay for this improvement? If so, how much? 
(3) What priority shoul.d be given to each of the changes? The Area 
Agents were encouraged to suggest changes in the type representations, 
or list new modifications that should be considered, All of the 
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preceding information was used to design and implement the programming 
modifications explained in this study. 
Results 
The programs or sections of program that were modified are or-
ganized according to their purpose (1) to facilitate credit acquisition 
and financial analysis, (2) to facilitate tax reporting and analysis, 
(3) to improve readability and understanding of the year-end analysis 
program, These categories correspond to chapters two through four, 
The check reconciliation program provides a means of checking the 
accuracy of the bank statement and the input data, The program logic 
of the financial analysis, Section 12, was revised to print opening and 
closing inventory for each TI code.on the same line, New calculations, 
percent owner equity, percent _current equity, and ret4rn to equity 
capital were included in this section. 
Modifjcations in the tax reporting and analysis category were 
given high priority by the Area Agents. Designated TI codes in the 
1973 version of the Cash Flow Summary are sub-divided into GENERAL 
classifications. These GENERAL sub-totals allow direct transfer of 
the non-farm deductable expense tQ the appropriate section of the tax 
return and a more detailed listing of raised sales and current farm 
expenses. A.new program, Livestock Purchased for Resale provides 
cost information on specific groups of livestock purchased for resale. 
Year-end Analysis is the most important program in the Costfinder 
system. All the input data reported during the year is used to generate 
financial and production efficiency information.for the fiscal year, 
Reorganization of the program logic is designed to reduce duplication 
of results, improve the readability of the output, and reduce the 
amount of information printed on each page. The logic changes allow 
all informat:ion that. appli.es to an enterprise to be printed on one or 
two consecutive pages. In this way the enterprises are printed in 
single file, rather than having one. type of information, machinery 
use for example, for all enterprises printed on one page. Cost.to 
the farmer has a great effect on the number of farmers enrolled in 
the Costfinder systemo Program changes in this study have in some 
cases reduced operation costs, in other instances the new information 
presented will increase cost. If the improvements to the computer 
outputs increase the number of Costfinder cooperators, some economies 
of size may offset the increased operation costs. 
Further Research 
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The kind and amount of information provided by computerized farm 
record systems should change as the need for financial and production 
efficiency information changes. Some.commerical·farms can effectively 
use sophisticated accounting information while other farmers can use 
and interpret only a simplified cash flow analysis. Flexibility needs 
to be an important factor to be considered in any research in this area, 
Within the Costfinder syst~, a program needs to be written to com-
pare the year-end analysis information for enterprises" The program 
logic needs to be similar to the Wholefarm Comparison program explained 
in Chapter IV. In addition to the program modifications, emphasis 
needs to be placed on educational programs designed to increase the 
farmer's utilization of the Costfinder output. 
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